
CHAPTER- III 

HEALTH AND DISEASE: 

TRADITIONAL WAY OF TREATMENT 



3.1 Introduction: 

From time immemorial man has been interested in trying to control disease and to gain 

knowledge by which· life span may be prolonged. All cultures, irrespective of its simplicity 

and complexity have a set of ideas for defining and treating disease, ways of prescribing 

cures or easing pain and for making statements about the probable outcome of disease. 

Disease and illness are individual biological responses directed and shaped for the most part 

by the cultural ideas learned in the course of being socialized. Human society has created an 

adaptive strategy and own pharmacopoeia- be it magico- religious or scientific to counteract 

with disease. 

Tribes are relatively isolated and autonomous groups. It has been noted all over the world that 

the tnbal people devote a lot of their time, energy and material resources to the honoring, 

worshipping and appeasing spirits, ghosts, deities, god and goddess. In tribal societies health 

is not an isolated phenomenon, but part of rnagico- religious fabric of existence and of the 

social, ethical and cosmic equilibrium. Among the tribes, health, disease and medicine are 

inextricably linked to the area of social relationships and to the rnagico-religious world. 

Physical diseases, psychic disorders and even death are mostly thought of as the result of 

personal hatred and has having been affected through the intervention of spirits, ghosts, gods 

or other forces belonging to collective belief. But the system of cure is not only based on 

magico- religious means but also on plant and animal products. Tribal people have a 

developed pharmacopoeia and some rudimentary knowledge of medical techniques, i.e. 

magico religious and herbal medicines are used to cure sick either together or separately. 

Along with all these belief pattern socio-cultural practices of tribals put some sort of 

implications towards the concept of health and hygiene. Sometimes it also acts as preventive 

medicines. 

Thus, medicine in tribal societies addresses both supernatural and empirical theories of 

disease. It includes various systems of medicines- herbal, supernatural, home remedies and 

even surgical methods. In this chapter attempt has been made to focus upon the role and 

function of supernaturalism to acquire knowledge about specific healing technique. It also 

discusses the role and function of different deities, spirits in the social life of the village 

people. Special emphasis is given to the ethno-medical practices which include herbalism and 

uses of animal products in curing diseases. In this section analysis has also been done 
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regarding the role and function of traditional medicine men, herbalist and magico religious 

practitioners. Life cycle related rituals are also given in detail to disclose the relation between 

health, hygiene and those rituals. Case studies are also given for better understanding of the 

above said issues. 

Sectors are arranged in the followed way- 1. Dhumci gaon 2. Mitran gaon 3. Puja gaon 

4.Mondal gaon 5. Panchayat gaon 6. Subba gaon. 

3.2 Treatment by Traditional Medicine (Selected Case Studies): 

Following the method given in the chapter 1 the case studies were taken considering the 

availability of patients. The relevant case studies are discussed for better intetpretation of 

coming sections. 

Abbreviations of categories are as follows: 

M: Male 

F: Female. 

H: Higher family income. 

L: Lower family income. 

T: Traditional treatment. 

B: Both (traditional and modem treatment). 

t: Traditional procedure at the first step of treatment. 

3.2.1 Name of the Sector: Dhumci gaon 

(Distant from the main market place and Primary Health Centre; and no modem health 

facilities in close proximity) 

Case: 1 Category: MLT 

45 years old Bhupen Toto had suffered from jaundice just one year back. He was not sure 

about the specific reason behind the disease but realized that the disease may attack anyone 

due to natural cause. He went to the Paranding gram for remedy. He reported the traditional 

healer about his yellow urination, along with yellow body and eyes. Then the traditional 

healer confirmed about the disease. The medicine man prescribed him some herbal medicine 
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(root like substance) and he (patient) had to prepare the medicine by himself. The patient had 

to take the root extract twice a week (Tuesday and Saturday) in empty stomach. Four doses 

were prescribed for complete cure. He had to follow some food restrictions up to two months. 

Taking . of ~eef and pulses were prohibited. There was ~o compulsion regarding the 

remuneration of the .traditional healer. He gave Rs I 00/ - to the healer. B:e was cured within 

one month. 

Case: 2 Category: FLT 

Sumati Toto a 35 year old lady was suffering from stomach ache during last tWo years. She · 

· was not sure about the specific reason behind the problem. But she had a thought that she 

probably got some bad wind attack from the forest at the time of collection of fuel in the 

forest. Because the pain was occasional she did not the matter seriously. As a first step of 

remedy she visited traditional medicine men (jhakri) resided in Puja gaon. Some worship and 

sacrifices were suggested by the jhakri. Specific worship was performed along with the 

sacrifice of a red hen. Some amount of rice, ginger, eu were also given in the name of god in 

a banana leaf. She spent Rs 300 for the purpose. Food restriction was also imposed and she 

was advised not to take beef. After performing all the rituals she was not totally cured. But 

she also reported that frequency of attack was decreased considerably. 

3.2.2 Name ofthe Sector: Mitran gaon 

(Distant from the main market place and Primary Health Centre and no modem health 
• 

facilities in close proximity) 

Case: 1 Category: MLT 

Kalicharan Toto, a 35 years old man broke his back bone, leg and hand after falling down 

from a tree. After giving traditional frrst aid, he was taken to the kabiraj in Puja gaon, and 

then he was shifted to another kabiraj in Ballalguri. He was not cured although he took all the 

traditional treatment from the kabiraj of Ballalguri. Then he went to Nisigunj*. One point 

should be mentioned in this context that before taking him to Nisigunj the patient was taken 

into Birpara but the doctor denied treating him because of his too critic&] condition. Further, 

they referred the patient to Jalpaiguri District Hospital. Instead of going to the Jalpaiguri 

District Hospital he went to Nisigunj where he had to stay 3 months for his treatment. He had 
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to spend above Rs 5000 for the treatment pro·cedure. Finally he got cured and came back to 

Totopara. 

(Nisigunj was a place under Cooch Behar district famous for orthopedic treatment 

specifically through herbal procedure) 

Case: 2 Category: FLT 

Olgi Toto, a 12 years old girl had suffered from jaundice one year back. Her family members 

took her to traditional healer (jhakri) at Monda! gaon. Jhakri performed some magico

religious performances but she was not cured. Then her family members took her to another 

traditional healer at Hollapara. That traditional healer put a black colored tika (auspicious 

mark on forehead) on her forehead and also gave her one bottle liquid medicine. ,Colour of 

that medicine was blue like kerosene oil. Patient had to take the medicine twice a day after 

taking meal. Medication continued up to one month. Gradually black colour of the tika was 

changed in to yellow colour. With the colour change the patient realized that was getting 

cure. Finally the tika was washed off with warm water but the medicine continued upto 

another 7 days. Price of each bottle was Rs 100/- and the remuneration of the kabiraj was 

Rs100/- for each visit. The patient family had to spend total Rs 500/- and fmally she was 

cured. 

3.2.3 Name of the Sector: Puja gaon 
' 

(Distant from the main market place and Primary Health Centre and no modem health 

facilities in close proximity) 

Case: 1 Category: MLT 

Mongol Toto, a 18 years old boy suffered from jaundice. He was confirmed about the disease 

because of yellow urination, yellow body and eyes. His family members took him to 

traditional medicine men (kabiraj) at Ballalguri. The traditional medicine men prescribed him 

some liquid medicine and put a iika (black coloured) on his forehead. He had to take the 

liquid medicine twice a day. That black coloured tika was discolored after one and half 

month, although the treatment continued up to three months. He required three bottles of 
• 

liquid medicine (red colour liquid) for complete cure. Cost of each bottle was Rs 200/- and 
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the remuneration of kabiraj was RslOO/- fur each visit. He had to visit kabiraj's house twice 

while he was suffering from jaundice. 

Case: 2 Category: FLT 

35 years old women Robina Toto suffered from female disease during last eight years. She 

had been facing severe stomach ache during her menstruation cycle. Taking it as a natural 

phenomenon initially she did not consult with any doctor or herbal medicine men. But when 

she faced severe pain then her husband took her into traditional medicine men. Some herbal 

medicine and a small root (to use like a maduli) were prescribed by the healer. Some puja 

was performed by sacrificing one red hen; rice, eu, and ginger were also offered in the name 

of god. 

She had also suffered from jaundice one year back. She visited an herbal medicine woman for 

her treatment at Ballalguri. She prescribed some black coloured liquid medicine and advised 

her to take twice a day after meal. Along with the medicine that lady put a sandal coloured 

tika (mark) on her forehead. After 2 days that tika was put up spontaneously with some of her 

flesh. She had to take 3 bottle of liquid medicine for complete cure. She had to bare total Rs 

700/- for whole treatment procedure. But she was not cured totally. Still she reported 

drowsiness and also felt weakness. She also reported that intake of oily food increased her 

problem. 

3.2.4 Name ofthe Sector: Monda! gaon 

(Adjacent to market place and modern medical facilities in close proximity) 

Case: I Category: MHT 

Khagen Toto, a 45 years old man reported about his severe leg pain. He also reported that he 

found his leg was swollen. The patient reared some idea that the type of illness he suffered 

could not be cured by mare allopathic medicine. He consulted with the paw (magico

religious practitioner) resided in Dhumci gaon. The traditional healer diagnosed the disease 

by counting rice on a plate. He suggested the patient to perform worship by sacrificing one 

pair of hen. The healer also performed some charms and incantation to cure the pain. After 
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performing worship and all sorts of incantation regarding the particular disease the patient 

was cured. The patient had to spend Rs 300/- for the purpose. 

3.2.5 Name of the Sector: Panchayat gaon 

(Nearer to market place and Primary Health Centre is situated in this village sector) 

Case: I Category: MLT 

55 years old Sudas Toto was found to suffer from severe stomach ache. Along with stomach 

ache, his digestive system was also found upset. According to the patient his illness was not 

so acute to consult with the modern medical practitioner or to visit Primary Health Centre 

(PH C). Regarding the cause of his illness he opined that ghost attack or evil eye caused his 

illness. During the wood collection process from the nearer forest, he was attacked by some 

jangli bhoot. To get rid from the ailment and ghost attack he consulted with the traditional 

healer (paw) resided in Dhumci gaon. Healer prescribed him to organize some Moisingpa 

worship. By sacrificing pig and all other ingredients all the rituals were performed in the 

presence of paw (religious specialist). Sum of Rs 1000/- was spent for the above said 

purpose. In Toto society generally paw does not demand for any remuneration. In that case 

there was no exception. But the patient gave him Rs 100/- and eu (country liquor) and a 

portion of sacrificed chicken. Sudas Toto reported that after performing all the rituals and 

incantation he got relief although temporarily. After fuw days the disease came back but the 

intensity was not same as previous. He complained that he was not totally cured. 

Case: 2 Category: FLT 

Gokima Toto, a 65 years old Toto women had to go through a painful experience three years 

back. She was suffering from throat tumour. Although she visited Totopara Primary Health 

Centre (PHC) and Birpara State General Hospita~ she did not take any modern medicine. 

Finally she decided to visit traditional healer resided in Mitran gaon, Totopara. That 

traditional healer applied one kind of sticky paste on her tumour consecutive 3-4 days. The 

medicine was applied externally. All the lumps got burst. After that one black colour oil was 

applied on the wound regularly once in a day. As the oil was applied by the kabiraj himself 

so she had to visit his house regularly. The treatment continued up to one month. Finally she 

was cured. As a remuneration she gave the kabiraj Rs 300/- and worked in his field for one 
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month. Kabiraj suggested some food restrictions and she was advised not to take beet; pork, 

pulses, and pumpkin. During the field work days she was found to obey all the restrictions 

and found fully cure. 

3.2.6 Name of the Sector: Subba gaon 

(Nearer to market place and Primary Health Centre is situated in close proximity) 

Case: I Category: .MHT 

As reported by Sugrib Toto, a 48 years old man suffered from some eye infection. According 

to him while he was returning back from Hollapara one insect bitted on his eye lid and his 

both eyes got infected. He thought .that some mistake bad made by him; as a result of which 

he was suffering from eye infection, Then he decided to consult with paw (religious 

practitioner). Paw suggested him to perform Sanika worship. In that worship one red hen was 

sacrificed. Eu (country liquor), atop rice, ginger were also given in the name of deity Sanika. 

After performing the p!ifa infection was totally cured. He had to bare Rs 500/- as a whole for 

conducting whole ritual. There was no fixed remuneration of the paw but Rs 100/- was given 

to him. According to the patient he was completely cured after performing all.incantations. 

Case: 2 Category: FLT 

During last two years Sundori Toto, 46 years old lady was suffering from hig_h pressure and 

hypertension. After suffering from general symptoms of high pressure and hypertension, she 

decided to consult with a traditional medicine man (jhakri) resided in Pakha gaon*. He 

prescribed a tabij (auspicious thing) and some sacrifices. After performing all the rituals she 

was not cured. Then she again decided to go to another traditional healer resided in Mangar 

gaon. He also suggested some rituals and sacrifices. Even after performing such procedure 

she was not cured. Although she did not know about the reason behind the problem but 

somehow realized that taking of salt increased her problem. Now she is planning to go for 

modem medical treatment. 

Note: I. (Pakha gaon was situated at the extreme north east end of Totopara village and 

majority of the inhabitants ofPakha gaon belongs to Nepali community) 

2. (Mangar gaon was also Nepali dominated section within Totopara village) 
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3.3 Treatment through Both Categories: 

(Traditional and Modern) 

3.3.1 Name ofthe Sector: Dhumci gaon 

(Distant from the main market place and Primary Health Centre; and no modern health 

facilities in close proximity) 

Case: 1 Category: MLB (t) 

29 years old Giriraj Toto was suffering from chest pain and cough and cold during last three 

months. Initially he consulted with a traditional medicine man who gave him four bottles of 

medicine but did not demand any remuneration. After completion of the treatment he did not 

get cure. Then he decided to visit Totopara Primary Health Centre (PHC). Puhnorun;y 

tuberculosis was detected. Doctor prescribed six months course. At the time of field work he 

was under medication and he claimed that his condition was improving. 

Case: 2 Category: FLB (t) 

25 years old Sundori Toto was found to suffer from breathing problem. According to her, 

initially her problem was not so severe and she did not take proper care of herself. Gradually 

her problem had increased. So, she decided to visit a traditional healer (kabiraj). He 

prescribed some medicines (tablets). She took all the medicines but was not cured. Then she 
' 

decided to visit Totopara Primary Health Centre (PHC) and asthma was detected. Doctor 

prescribed some medicines for one month. She reported that she took all the medicines but 

did not get relief. She had to spend Rs 2000/- for the above said purpose. 

3.3.2 Name of the Sector: Mitran gaon 

(Distant from the main market place and Primary Health Centre and no modern health 

facilities in close proximity) 

Case: 1 Category: MLB (t) 

Tirman Toto, 65 years old Toto man was suffering from high pressure and hypertension. He 

faced the problem of over sweating and palpitation. Initially he consulted with a traditional 
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healer (jhakri). Jhakri . detected chapani disease and prescribed some worship. Jhakri 

belonged to Nepali community and resided in Pakha gaon. After performing all the rituals he 

· was not cured. Then he consulted with with another Nepalijhakri ofMangar gaon. Again he 

was advised to perform some worship ·and sacrifice. Again he did not get cure. Finally he 

decided to visit Primary Health Centre (PHC) Totopara. In PHC high pressure and 

hypertension were diagnosed. Doctors prescribed all the required medicines. After taking all 

the medicines regularly he was relieved from the problem. At the time of field work he was 

under medication. He spent more than Rs 2000/- to get rid off from the problem. 

Case: 2 Category: FLB (t) 

Sunia Toto, an 11 years old girl suffered from physical disability since her birth. She was 

found unable to walk. Initially she was taken to different jhakris, herbal medicine men by her 

parents. But they did not get any positive result. Her parents even did not know anything 

regarding the cause or type of illness. She did not feel any pain. According to her parents one 

medical camp (2005) was organized by Christian missionaries in Dhonopati Memorial High 

School in Totopara and they took the girl into the camp to know the detail of her illness. One 

ointment and some medicines were prescribed for 20 days. She took all the medicines and 

followed all the instructions, but was not cured. Now they gave up all the hope to cure her 

daughter. 

Case: 3 Category: MLB (t) 

Goram Toto, a 34 years old man had been suffering from chest pain and cough. He thought 

that some supernatural entity was responsible for such happenings. So he decided to visit a 

traditional healer resided in Dhumci gaon. Jhakri treated him according to traditional healing 

technique and performed all the incantation. But any positive result did not come. Then he 

decided to visit Totopara Primary Health Centre (PHC). Extra pulmonary tuberculosis was 

detected. He had to complete six month medication course. Treatment was provided by PHC 

totally free of cost. At the time of field survey he was fully cured. 
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3.3.3 Name ofthe Sector: Puja gaon 

(Distant from the main market place and Primary Health Centre and no modern health 

facilities in close proximity) 

Case: I Category: MLB(t) 

Jhumsha Toto, 48 years old man was suffering from severe stomach ache for last 2 years. As 

he was himself a traditional healer he applied some medicine by himself. But he did not get 

expected result. Then he decided to visit Totopara Primary Health Centre (PHC) and doctor 

advised him to go for ultra-sonography. Finally tumor was detected. After detection he again 

tried some traditional medicine to get rid from the ailment. But there was no result. He was 

referred to Birpara State General Hospital Due to economic crisis he was unable to carry the 

expenditure of the treatment. Finally the community members helped him out and bared all 

the expenditure regarding the treatment. The tumour was operated in PHC with very 

minimum infrastructural facilities and he ultimately overcome from the situation. 

Again he suffered from tuberculosis. Symptoms of the disease were so prominent he himself 

realized that he might be affected from tuberculosis. In spite of taking any traditional 

medicine, he visited Totopara Primary Health Centre (PHC), collected all the prescribed 

medicines and completed six months course. Finally he was fully cured. 

Case: 2 Category: FLB(t) 

Rojina Toto, 1.5 years old girl was found to suffer from some serious eye problem. 

According to her mother, she was born with a white patch on· her right eye. One day the same 

eye got injured by a bamboo strip. Gradually a tumor was developed on the same eye and she 

was suffering from serious pain. As her father was traditional healer, he applied some 

medicine and performed all the incantations known to him. Instead of achieving remedy the 

problem was becoming more acute. Then the patient family decided to consult with modern 

medical practitioner. Initially they visited Totopara Primary Health Centre (PHC), from 

where patient was referred to Jalpaiguri District Hospital. But the family member took her to 

Siliguri Lions Club. For exact diagnosis concerned eye specialist prescribed scan and 

ultrasound. Ultrasound was done in same organization by spending Rs 500/-. Due to 
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economic crisis they were unable to manage enough money to carry out further treatment. As 

a result they came back to Totopara. Few months' later condition of the patient was again 

detonated so much that they had to take her to North Bengal Medical College. Cancer was 

detected. As reported she was under treatment. But doctor were very anxious about her 

treatment. 

3.3.4 Name of tile Sector: Monl!al gaon 

(Adjacent to market place and modem medical facilities in close proximity) 

Case: 1 Category: FHB (t) 

Wife ofSurajit Toto, 38 years old Yogmaya Toto had been suffering from stomach ache. She 

did not know anything about the cause of illness. Belief upon supernaturalism compelled her 

to consult with jhakri (traditional medicine men). Jhakri prescribed her to go for some 

propitiation and sacrifice one red hen along with atop rice, eu, ginger etc. she did all the 

religious performances according to the suggestion of the Jhakri. But she did not get cure. 

She had to spend Rs 1000/- for the said purpose. Then she decided to visit the Primary Health 

Centre (PHC), Totopara. Gastro- entities were diagnosed and the practitioner prescribed all 

the required medicines. Treatment continued up to seven days. Finally she got relief. All the 

medicines were given free of cost from the health centre. So she did not have to bare any 

expenditure regarding the treatment. 

3.3.5 Name of the Sector: Pancbayat gaon 

(Nearer to market place and Prim11ry Health Centre is situated in this village sector) 

Case: 1 Category: MHB (t) 

45 years old Bhupen Toto had been a patient of Epilepsy since 15 years. He reported that 

initially_epilepsy attacks were not so frequent and he was able to manage the problem. To 

cure the disease he decided to v~it the Jhakri. The traditional healer prescribed some herbal 

medicine (a piece of root) and performed worship along with the sacrifice of red hen. But he 

was not cured. With the time he realized that the frequency of attack was increasing which 

compelled him to think otherwise. Then he decided to consult with modem medical 

practitioner at Birpara in private. In each visit he had to spend Rs 1000/- (including 
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medicine). After taking . modem medicine he got some relief and his condition was 

improving. At the time of field work he was under medication. In this context one point 

should be mentioned here that he was also in touch with the traditional healer while taking 

modem medicine. 

Case: 2 Category: FLB (t) 

Dulali Toto, 60 years old Toto women was found to suffer from some kind of skin infection. 

According to her, three months ago she saw a bulb on her right leg. She felt severe itching 

sensation; as a result blood and pusses were coming out. To get rid off from the problem she 

initially consulted with a traditional healer. He did not prescribe any herbal medicine but 

went for incantation and worship. Although she belonged to Below l>overty Line (BPL) 

category she arranged all the ingredients for worship and sacrifices. Aft~;r performing all the 

rituals she did not get cure. Instead of getting cure, infection spreaded and. her left leg also got 

affected. Then all the neighbourer suggested her to visit Totopara Primary Health Centre 

(PHC). She visited PHC and scabies was diagnosed. All the medicines for scabies were 

prescribed. At the time of field survey she was under medication. In SPite of taking all the 

medicines she was suffering from acute pain _and was unable to move freely. There were 

some food restrictions. She was advised not to take potatos, pulses, pork, beef; eu (country 

liquor) and sour items. She had to spend Rs 1000/- for the above said purpose and had to face 

enough difficulties to manage the said expenses. 

3.3.6 Name ofthe Sector: Subba gaon 

(Nearer to market place and Primary Health Centre is situated in close prC,ximity) 

Case: I Category: FLB (t) 

Rita Toto, 30 years old Toto women was suffering from chest pain Since last two years. 

Belief upon supernaturalism influenced her to consult with the jhaln; (magico-religious 

practitioner). She visitedjhakri in Dhumci gaon. All the magico- religiou~ performances were 

performed along with the sacrifice of a red hen. But she did not get Ct\re. Then her family 

member mainly her husband took her into the Primary Health Centre (PHC) Totopara. Posted 

doctor ofPHC referred her to Birpara State General Hospital from when: she was referred to 

Jalpaiguri. According to her she took all the medicines prescribed for one month. After taking 
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all the medicines and following all the measures prescribed by the doctors she did not get 

cure. She spend total Rs 1500/- for the purpose. 

3.4 Life Cycle: (Rituals and Occasions) 

Relatively isolated and autonomous tnbe Totos has their own cultural system owing to the 

specific outlook towards social, cultural and religious life. Like the other Toto society also 

recognizes three crucial stages of life cycle viz. birth, marriage and death that are more 

important as these are seemed as universal in nature. Numbers of rituals and occasions are 

celebrated as part of their social and cultural life centering the said crucial phases of life. 

Birth and marriage ceremonies are always connected with joy which give the community 

members some festive mood. On the other· hand incidence of death often challenges social 

solidarity and integrity of the community. During the field survey it was possible to observe 

three phases of life cycle among the studied tribe. There were no inter-sectarian differences 

observed by the researcher .. Particularly three distinct phases of life cycle were studied in 

detail to know how far the associated rituals are related with health issues and health hygiene 

concept of the concerned population. 

Toto rituals regarding the life cycle are as follows. 

3.4.1 Birth: 

There is no pre birth ceremony among the studied Toto population. After birth there is no 

pollution period observed among the Totos. Mother and baby are kept little bit isolated but on 

the same house. Madipapo is the name giving ceremony and it is observed at the uneven 

number of day like 3"\ 51
h, 71

h, 91
h or 131

h day of birth. It has to be mentioned here that any 

type of animal sacrifice is strictly prohibited on the day of Madipapo. As per custom, the 

children are named after their grandparents though new name is adopted at the time of 

marriage. But now a day's relaxation is entertained regarding this rule. On the auspicious day 

of Madipapo, paw (i.e. priest) is invited by the family members in early morning breakfast. 

There is a strict reason behind giving the early morning invitation. The paw has to take fast 

on the day of Madipapo. So, the inviting family has to send invitation at early morning. At 

about 7a.m. paw comes and rituals are started. With the help of coating (wooden piece) and 

wooden stick a lui like structure is prepared which is .called cha11gpi. One full pot of eu 
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(country liquor), 7 piece of durba grass, tanke (one kind of herb), one piece of fresh turmeric, 

7 piece of thread (made from kapash) are kept over changpi. The paw spins out all the seven 

threads together up to 7 times. The length of the thread must reach one and half feet. The 

threads are spines out like hair plating to make a wreath or garland like structure which is tied 

on the neck. The wreath is called madi. The paw performs some propitiation and prayer. The 

meaning of the prayer is that, from the day onwards the baby will be recognized by the name 

of 'X' (X= name of the baby). Sun, moon, plants, earth are the spectators of this truth. With 

this prayer, rituals get conclusion. The priest sits the house and drinks a bowlful of liquor and 

then all the community members drink together. The child gets all the blessings from his 

community members. One point should be mentioned here that there was no distinction found 

between the male and female child regarding the rituals of Madipapo. 

3.4.2 Rice Giving Ceremony: 

Another important occasion among the Totos is Badilongwa i.e. the rice giving ceremony 

which must be celebrated before marriage irrespective of male and female. Without 

celebrating Badilongwa none can proceed for marriage. There is no fixed date for this 

celebration but generally celebrated between the age of I to 14. One red cock or one pig 

(weighted 5-6kg) is sacrificed according to the clan. On that auspicious day paw comes and 

sacrifice is done. Sacrifice is not made by him but his associates only. In case of pig the left 

portion is devoted to god at changpitawa. In case of hen! cock feather and wings are removed 

before killing and butter is smeared over head and chest. Then the hen is sacrificed. One eu 

pot is placed over choiting atjiri (i.e. puja ghar or propitiation room). Paw spells the sacred 

text and prays to god that the boy or the girl should not face any difficulty in rest of his life . 
• 

Then community feast is given by the family with that sacrificed animal. Specia1 gift is given 

to paw and Dhaima (concerned mid wife) and both of them must take part on that feast. 

3.4.3 Marriage: 

The Totos are endogamous tribe and strictly follow clan exogamy. Marriage within the same 

clan is strictly prohibited. There are 13 numbers of clans and each clan is permitted to marry 

different clans. This equation is fixed. For example, Dantrobei can marry with Bangobei, 

Danko.bei, Nurinchankobei, Buddhubei and Boudhubei. Some pairs of clans are considered 

fraternal; hence arrange between Nubeibei and Manchingbei or marriage between Bangobei 
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and /enkaijibei cannot be executed. In this context one point should be mentioned here that 

marriage between two fraternal clans is possible only after seven generation. Cross cousin 

marriage of both type are preferred though parallel cousin marriage is strictly prohibited. 

Engagement or betrothal ceremony is the only premarital occasion. In the old days Toto boys 

and girls used to get married at very early age. At the preliminary stage, the parents talked to 

each other and the agreement was finalized with small feast in the bride's house. The girl was 

given new dress and meat by her in-law fumily every year in Ongchu festival (celebrated in 

rainy season) until she attained puberty. If she marries any other boy she has to give 

compensation to the previous boy. But now-a-days marriage rituals have gone through some 

changes. There are two type of marriages one is called Tabo behao and other one is Tai 

paowa. Tabo behao is also recognized as Deba Behao and Tai paowa is also known as Jipeco 

Behao. Tabo behao or Deba Behao is the form of marriage among the Totos which is 

celebrated in one step; on the other hand Tai paowa or Jipeco Behao is the form of marriage 

which is celebrated in two steps. Now a day Tabo behao or Deba Behao is almost 

disappeared from Toto society and Tai paowa or Jipeco Behao is widely accepted from of 

marriage ritual. 

In first type of marriage, two of the close male relatives of groom (other than futher) go to the 

brides house with 2 two pitcher of eu but the groom does not come. After reaching bride's 

house Bankoteowa is celebrated over there. In Bankoteowa, two pitcher of eu is placed over 

choiting· at jiri and the paw performs some incantation. The essential ingredients were 

turmeric, ginger, betel nut, dhungchu leaf, mustard oil and red colored thread. After 

completion of Bankoteowa the girl moves toward her in- law house. Two female relative of 

the bride must accompany her. All the ritUals should be completed in the morning and the girl 

starts her journey. During this period relatives of the bride gather in bride's house and wait 

for invitation. Some male and female relatives of the groom's side come to the bride's house 

to give invitation. Then all the relatives of both side come to· the groom's house. Rituals are 

performed by the paw and the newly married couple worships the deity by sacrificing a cock. 

Community feast is given. After that Barapiwa is celebrated in which father in law and son in 

law get introduced with each other. Son in law gives one pot of crop and father in law gives 

him a pot of eu. After 3 days the new couple again visits to wife's house where small feast is 

given to close relatives. All the invitees bless the new couple in form of gifts or any other 
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things. On the same day the couple comes back to their own house. Then the marriage is 

declared socially sanctioned. 

In case of Tai paowa or Jipeco Behao marriage is celebrated in two steps. In frrst step, two 

close relatives of groom go to the bride's house with two pot of eu and a red fowl. If the 

bride's father accepts the proposal then bankoteowa is celebrated in the evening. Then the 

bride moves over to her husband's house. Then the newly married couple worships the family 

deity and the new name is given to the couple. Actual marriage ceremony is held at the 

second step after the wife is conceived. On the day as fixed by the bride's father, all members 

assemble in the house. Husband and wife come in the wife's house. They sit together 

amongst the gathering of village people. After propitiation priest offers a portion of beef to 

their highest deity Senja. Community feast is given which continues up to three days. Finally 

the marriage is socially, spiritually sanctioned and declared properly celebrated. 

Chart- 3A 

Consideration of Clans for Marriages 

Name of the clans Name of the clan with Name of the clan with 
which marriage can be which marriage cannot be 
executed executed 

Bangobei Dantrobei,Dankobei, Nurinchancobei, 
Budhubei, Baudhubei, Diringchancobei, and 
Lenkaijibei, Nubeibei, Bangobei. 
Mantrobei, Mankobei, 
Manchingbei, 
Pisichancobei. ' 

Dankobei, Bangobei Dantrobei, Budlmbei, 
Budhubei Lenkaijibei,Nubeibei, Baudhubei, 

Mankobei, 
Mantrobei, Manchingbei, 
Pisichancobei. 
Nurinchancobei, 
Diringchancobei, 

Bangobei, Dantrobei, Lenkaijibei, Nubeibei, 
Dantrobei Nurinchancobei, Budhubei, Mantrobei. Mankobei, 

Baudlmbei. Manchingbei, Pisichancobei, 
Diringchancobe, Dantrobei. 

Bangobei, Dantrobei, Nuringchancobei, 
Dankobei Budhubei, Baudhubei, Diringchancobei, and 

Lenkaijibei, Nubeibei, Dankobei. 
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Mantrobei, Mankobei, 
Mangchingbei, 
Pisichancobei. 

Dantrobei, Dankobei, Bangobei, Nuringchancobei 
Nuringchancobei Budhubei, Baudhubei, and Diringchancobei. 

Lenkaijibei, Nubeibei, 
Mantrobei, Mankobei, 
Mangchingbei, 
Pisichancobei. 

Dantrobei, Dankobei, Budhubei and Baudhubei. 
Baudhubei Lenkaijibei, Nubeibei, 

Mantrobei, Mankobei, 
Mangchingbei, 
Pisichancobei, 
Dirinchangkobei, Bangobei, 
Nuringchancobei. 

Dantrobei, Dankobei, Mangchingbei and 
Lenkaijibei Budhubei, Baudhubei, Lenkaijibei. 

Nubeibei, Mantrobei, 
Mankobei, Pisichancobei, 
Dirinchangcobei, Bangobei, 
Nurinchangcobei. 

Dankobei, Budhubei, 
Nubeibei Baudhubei, Mantrobei, Sub clans of Dantrobei only 

Mankobei, Pisichankobei, and Nubeibei. 
Dirinchangcobei, Bangobei, 
Nurinchangcobei, 
Mangchingbei, Lenkaijibei . 

• 
Dantrobei, Dankobei, Mantrobei 

Mantrobei Budhubei, Baudhubei, 
Mankobei, Pisichancobei, 
Diringchankobei, Bangobei, 
Nuringchancobei, 
Manchingbei, Lenkaijibei, 
Nubeibei 

Bangobei, Dankobei, 
Mankobei Dantrobei, Budhubei, Mankobei 

Baudhubei, Lenkaijibei, 
Nttbeibei, Mantrobei, 
Mangchingbei, 
Pisichancobei, 
Nuringchancobei, 
. Diringchancobei. 
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Bangobei, Dankobei, Lenkaijibei, Mangchingbei. 
Mangchingbei Dantrobei, Budhube1~ 

Baudhubei, Nubeibei, 
Mantrobei, Pisichankobei, 
Nuringchank()bei, 
Diringchankobei, 
Mankobei. 

Bangobei, Dantrobei, Dantrobei, Pisichankobei. 
Pisichankobei Baudhubei, Budhubei, 

Nubeibei, Mantrobei, 
Nuringchancobei, 
Diringchoncobei, 
Lenkaijibei, Mangchingbei, 
Mankobei. 

Dantrobei, Dankobei, Bangobei, Nuringchankobei 
Diringchankobei Budhubei, Baudhubei, and Diringchankobei. 

Nubeibei, Mantrobei, 
Mankobei, Linkaijibei, 
Mangchingbei, 
Pisichancobei. 

3.4.4 Death: 

Death is the last phase of life cycle. The studied Toto villagers observe different types of 

rituals for the peaceful journey of a departed soul and for the purification of themselves. After 

d~ath they do not change the cloth but wash with water and oil the body. In case of death of a 

couple, opposite sex put the oil on the body. A few clan members go to the nearby forest to 

procure wood and bamboo in order"to construct a dug out on which the body is laid wrapped 

in plantain of Odla leaves. Body is made purified by Dhungchu leaf. One clan member takes 

a straw from the roof ofthe deceased's hut and lit it. He waves it seven times for both male 

and female and throws away. Another party of the community members digs the grave in the 

clan ossuary according to the size of the wooden bed. Clan member will carry the dead body 

and no woman is allowed to accompany this funeral procession. At the burial ground the dead 

body should be placed with its head facing east direction. They put all the necessary items 

like gold, utensils, cloths etc used by the·deceased person at the feet of the corp. the first soil 

is given by the eldest son. Two banana leaves, betel nuts are also offered in the grave. One 

point should be mentioned here that one who digs the grave must carry eu and fire on his 
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hand. At the time of burring the body one elderly person comes in front of the body carrying 

a banana leaf on his hand and prays for the happy journey of the departed soul. A piece of 

bamboo of the size of dead is given to the wife of the deceased's husband or to the husband 

of the deceased's wife. The bamboo stick must be kept for a year. Those who accompany the 

funeral process they must purify themselves by hot water, Dhungcu leaves, ginger and fire. If 

the deceased person is male then the pollution period continues up to 6 days, on the other 

hand in case of female the pollution period continues up to 5 days. In case of a couple, the 

opposite sex has to perform the obsequies rites into two steps; frrst step is performed after 5 

or 6 days. After one year, the bamboo stick which has been carried by the deceased's husband 

or wife is thrown away. The husband or wife has to take bath for purification. During this one 

year period they have to maintain certain rules and regulations. If the husband dies then the 

wife cannot wear any kind of ornament, cannot cut or oil her hair. On the other hand also the 

husband has to follow the same rule regarding the hair cutting .. They cannot attain any 

propitious ceremony during this one year. Now a day, this taboo has been relaxed from one 

year to 12 days. In earlier days one calf was given in charity. But now this rule is generally 

not followed by most of the Toto villagers. 

So, it is found that there are various rituals as well as occasions centering round the major 

phases of life cycles among the studied population. According to them and through the in

depth study and analysis of the researcher it is found that the use of different types of 

ingredients in various occasions reflects the necessity of those things in daily life for better 

health and better preventive precaution of the studied people. · 

Apart from that, they follow various special rite and rituals centering round the three major 

phases oflife cycle which intern strengthen the social solidarity of the community. 

The various articles used in all occasion and rituals can be categorized into two categories-

• Herbal Ingredients 

• Auspicious Articles 

The reason behind the uses·ofthe above said articles or special things can be analyzed in the 

following way. 
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Chart-3B 

Herbal Ingredients used during Life Cycle Rituals 

SINo. Name Occasion Main Reason 

1. Turmeric Birth, Marriage, Death 1. Antiseptic, can check microbial 

infection 

2. For brightness and to glorify 

skin 

3. Can absorb pain (with lime i.e. 

calcium carbonate) 

2. Mustard oil Birth and Death 1. By balancing moisture level, it 

can prevent skin roughness 

2. Gives better result when mixed 

with turmeric 

3. Betel Nut Marriage 1. To increase taste of mouth 

2. Helpful to give successful child 

birth 

4. Betel leaf Death 1. Good mouth freshener 

2. Extract of young leafis useful 

in stomach pain 

5. Banana leaf Marriage and Death 1. Gives protection from skin 

disease 

2. Remedy from insect bite , 
3. Remedy from skin injury 

(particularly for burn cases) 

6. Dhungchu leaf Birth, Marriage, Death 1. Good antiseptic, can give 

protection from skin disease 

2. Can prevent contamination 

3. Good mosquito repellent 

7. Tanke/ Tenke Birth and Death 1. Good antiseptic 

2. Very useful in curing pierce 

8. Neem Death 1. Antiseptic, can cure skin 

infection 

2. Prevents contamination 
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9. Durba/Duba Birth 1. Twig part can check bleeding 

2. Good appetite increaser 

10. Ginger Marriage arid Death 1. Useful in curing cough and cold 

2. Can be used as mouth freshener 

Chart-3C 

Auspicious Article used during Life Cycle Rituals 

Sl Name Occasion Main Reason 

No. 

1. Bamboo pot and Birth and Death 1. Anti-infectious and hygienic for 

bamboo stick consuming any kind of food 

and liquor 

2. Protection from evil spirit 

3. Easily available 

2. Sacred thread Birth 1. Hygienic, cannot cause herm to 

(made from newborn 

kapash) 

3. Use of fire Death 1. To destroy surrounding germ 

2. Use of fire with Dhungchu leaf 

is good antiseptic 

3. Give protection from evil spirit 

4. Hen, pig, cock, Birth, Marriage, Death, 1. Source of high animal protein 

fowl 2. Easily available 

5. Eu (country Birth, Marriage, Death 1. Keep the body cool in summer 

Iiquor,made from 2. Used as an energy supplement 

manta) 

It has already been reported that use of auspicious items like turmeric, neem, mustard oil etc 

are widespread ·among the studied tribe. It is not always true that all·the studied villagers use 

these auspicious items after knowing the beneficiaries of those items. In one hand, many 

villagers use these auspicious ingredients as part of the practice of their traditional culture, on 

the other hand number of villagers are there who actually more or less aware about the basic 

beneficiaries of using turmeric, neem, dhungchu, mustard oil etc. 
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For example, turmeric is used in all the three major phases of life cycle viz. birth, marriage 

and death among the studied tribe. It is very useful for new born baby and new mother as it is 

a very good antiseptic. The same· turmeric is used in marriage ceremony as it has very 

powerful skin glorying property. The protective and antimicrobial property of turmeric makes 

it as an essential ingredient at the time of funeral procession. The studied people have strong 

belief that the use of turmeric can avoid the attack of evil spirit. Daily cooking requirement 

mustard oil also has some herbal remedial feature; so there is a custom to use mustard oil in 

various occasions. 

The widespread application of dhungchu and neem are also reported by the studied tribe. 

According to the villagers dhungchu is considered auspicious item but neem is not, although 

both of them carry similar type of beneficiary properties. The age old concept of close 

relation between neem and evil spirit may be the probable reason for not using it during 

auspicious occasions like birth, marriage. But in case of birth and marriage the basic 

beneficiary quality of neem is attained by using auspicious as well as antiseptic dhungchu 

leaf. 

Apart from the thinking pattern of general people, some herbal medicine men added more 

conspicuous features to the above said auspicious items or special items. According to them, 

turmeric is very much reliable for curing liver disease, earthworm problem. The bitter taste of 

neem as well as dhungchu is protective and germ killer. 
' 

Apart from the use of special herbal and auspicious articles the studied tribe strictly follows 

some observances or rites which intern helps them to achieve good health. For example, 

bathing before special rituals is an age old tradition among the studied population for the 

purification of body, mind and soul. Keeping isolation of mother and new born baby is 

another important taboo associated with them. This particular taboo is useful for protection 

from various possible neonatal infections, at the same time new mother can get rest for at 

least some period of time which helps in early recovery. 

It is noticed that related rituals of different phases of life cycle is linked with health issues 

and health status of studied population. It is recorded that the use of different types of herbal 

ingredients in different rituals reflected the necessity of those items in daily life for better 
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health and hygiene. The above study about the occasion centering the life cycle of the people 

unfolded the idea about the basic health concept of them and how they include the herbal 

remedies in their occasions also which can establishes the better way of living. 

3.5 Ethnomedicine: 

The evidence of disease in general and also· in particular varies in different societies. 

According to Foster and Anderson (1978) all societies have disease theory systems to. · 

identifY, classifY and explain illness (cited in A.K.Sinha and B.G. Banerjee's paper, 2004)·. 

Particularly in the tribal societies disease and treatment cannot be properly understood in 

isolation. Although medicine in tnbal societies addresses supernatural means but also 

possesses strong empirical theories of disease. Tribal people have a developed 

pharmacopoeia and some rudimentary knowledge of medical techniques at individual level. 

Various techniques of herbalism, home remedies and even surgical methods are used to cure 

sick either together or separately. People have strong knowledge about their surrounding 

forest ecology which helps them to develop strong traditional! indigenous medical system of 

their own. Their deep observation and understanding of nature derived through their deep 

observation of other animals to do so. 

It is a matter of concern that though majority of tribal people need health care of one kind or 

the other on account of object property, lack of safe drinking water, poor communication 

system, they still appear to live close to nature and in and around healthy surrounding of 

natural environment. The various roots and tubers available in the surrounding forest or small 

animals they can hunt supply a balanced nutrition of them. Again in many cases it has been 

noted that certain diseases may be common in certain areas but they are controlled because of 

certain food habits based on vegetation available locally, or certain practices which have been 

generated through traditions. Thus deforestation and commercial afforestation of mono plant 

forest which causes ecological disturbance may seriously affect the availability of medicinal 

plants and also the balanced diet of the indigenous population. As a result some diseases 

which are now· at controlled endemic state may spread very quickly. So, it could be said that 

utilization of available natural resources can determine the health behavior of the concerned 

population. 
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In the forth coming section, kinds of indigenous treatments along with curable diseases and 

symptoms are given in detail. The studied tribal and the healers used all those plants which 

were available to them. 

3.5.1 Herbal Medicines: 

Sl Local Name S~;ientific N arne Parts to be Disease 
No. used 

1. Ambarsingh (in Clerodendntm Young leaf and Malaria and 
Toto) / viscosum flower high fever. 

Or (family:Verbenaceae) 
Bhate (in Nepali) 

2. Arjun Terminalia arjuna Barkofthe Heart problem. 
(in Toto) (family:Combritaceae) plant 

3. Ahmiche Amaranthus viridis Stem Scorpion bite. 
(in Toto) (family: 

Amaranthaeceae) 

4. Avijal Blainvela acmella Root and lea[ Tooth cavity 
(in Nepali) (family:Compositae) and wriggled 

skin. 

5. Amename Ageratum conizoides Leaf. Curing wound. 
(in Toto) (family:Compositae) 

6. Aaing Not confirmed Root Jaundice and 
(in Toto) gastric 

problem. 

7. Bojo Aconts calamus Leaf Fracture 
(in Nepali). (family:Acaceae). 

8. Buta singh Malotus philipensis Bark of mature Dysentery 
(in Toto) (family:Euphorbiaceae) tree, stem of 

plant. 
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9. Banmara Eupatorium odoratum Young lea£ Wound/ injury. 
(in Nepali) (fumily:Compositae) 

Or 
Badera 
(in Toto) 

10. Buddhi Acasia pinata Stem and bark Dandruff. 
(in Toto) (fumily:Legnminosae) ofmatnre tree. 

11. Bhuichampa Not confirmed Stem and leaf Fractnre 
(in Toto) 

12. Cinijar Scoparia dulsis Seed, fruit and Pneumonia 
(in Toto) (family: lea£ cough and co !d. 

Scrophulariaceae) 

13. Cirota Not confmned Leaf and stem. Jaundice. 
(both Bengali and 
Toto) 

14. Chaprase Not confirmed Leaf Wound. 
(in Toto) 

' 

15. Dhungchu Artimisia valgaris Leaf Skin disease 
(in Toto) (family:Compositae) and is also good 

Or mosquito 
Titepate or repellent. 
vhaironpate 
(in Nepali) 

16. Duba Cynodon dactylon Young twig. Check 
(in Toto) (fumily: Poacea) bleeding. 

17. Daising Not confirmed Bark. Swine flu and is 
(in Toto) also good 

digestive 
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18. Denis hi Not confirmed Bark. Swine flu 
(in Toto) 

19. Dudushe Not confirmed Tuber High pressure 
(in Toto) 

20. Eoying Diospyros montana Leaf; fruit and Gastro-entities 
(in Toto) (fiunily:Ebenaceae) seed. and stomach 

ache. 

21. Eyanasim· Xqnthophyllum Bark and leaf. Urinary 
(in Toto) jlavescens problem, 

(family:Polygalaceae} dysentery and 
fracture. 

22. Fauching Zingiber officinalea Rhizome Paralysis. 
(in Toto) ( family:Zingiberaceae) 

23. Gamari Not confirmed Bark of mature Pneumonia 
(both Toto and tree. 
Bengali) 

24. Gwja Not confirmed Stem Diabetes. 
(in Toto) 

25. Gua tree Areca catechu Young bud Pneumonia and 
(in Toto) Stomach ache 

26. Harchur Not confirmed Stem, leaf. Bum wound 
(in Toto) 

27. Harta/1 Not confirmed Root Stomach ache 
Kapate 
(in Toto) 

28. Kasai Phlogacanthus Twig part and Malaria and 
(in Toto) thyrsujlonts flower. high fever 

Or (family:Acanthaceae} 
Chua 
(in Nepali) 
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29. Koremba Toona ciliate Bark of mature Skin disease 
(in Toto) (family:l'vfeliaceae) plant. and 

Or Wound 
Total 
(in Nepali) 

30. Kawla Not confirmed Bark of mature Fracture 
(in Toto) plant. 

31. Karkudi Not confirmed Leaf Fracture 
(in Toto) 

32. Kulin Not confirmed Root Malaria 
(in Toto) 

33. Loyasingh Not confrrmed Root Jaundice 
(in Toto) 

34. Lahari Cajamts cajan Leaf Jaundice 
(in Toto) (family:Leguminosae) 

35. Langaya Polyalthea simiantm Bark Scorpion bite. 
(in Toto) 

36; Lutodabai Cassia alata Leaf and fruits Skin disease. 
(in Toto) (family:Fabaceae) 

37. Losing Bombax cieba Leaf Fracture and 
(in Toto) ( family:Bambacaceae) jaundice 

38. Mainmgsai (in Not confirmed Leaf Increase the 
Toto) frequency of 

breast feeding 

39. Maushe Not confirmed Leaf High pressure 
(in Toto) 
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40. Nagbili Bauhinia scandens Root Psychological 
(in Toto) (family:Leguminosae) disorder 

41. Neem Azadirachta indica Leaf Fever and 
(both in Toto and malaria 
Bengali) 

42 Nayaparaya Not confirmed Stem, leaf Fracture 
(in Toto) 

43. Oatang Ficus glomerate Leaf, stem Mumps 
(in Toto) ( family:Moraceae) 

44. Pendrasingh Not confumed Leaf Chest pain 
(in Toto) 

45. Pip/a Piper sylvestium Leaf, root Cough and cold 
(in Toto) (family:Piperaceae) (young plant) 

46. Pangchal Not confirmed Root Pneumonia 
U/tekhara 
(in Toto) 

47. Sadhimodi Emilia sonchifolia Root Diarrhea 
(in Toto) (family:Compositae) 

48. Tailing Mangifera indica Leaf Sty 
(in Toto) (family:Anacardiaceae) 

49. Tenkel Sida rhomboidea Leaf Pierce 
Jhant (family:Malvaceae) 
(in Toto) 

50. Vat Not confirmed Young leaf Malaria 
(both in Bengali 
and Toto) 
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3.5.2 Preparation Process: 

Traditional medicine men were found to use the above medicinal plants in various ways to 

cure ailment and relief the patient from suffering. The treatments of different diseases are 

discussed in the following table. 

SI Nameofthe Ingredients used Way of Administration 

No disease related 

symptoms and 

misfortunes 

I. Malaria Young leaf and Leaf is grinded. The patient has to 

flower ofAmbersing. take the extract or the juice twice a 

day. The same dose continues up to 

3 to 5 days depending on the 

condition of the patient. 

Twig part, leaf and The plant parts of Kasai are very 

flower of Kasai. useful in treating malaria and high 

fever. The flower ofKasai plant is 

preserved. The flower is boiled in 

water, after cooling the water is 

preserved in glass container. 

According to the condition of the • 
patient the liquid is prescribed for 

7-10 days. 

Basak leaf, Vat Any patient suffering from high 

flower, leaf and root. fever initially he or she is given 

extract of Basak leaf up to 3-4 days. 

If the patient does not get cure then 

extract of Kasai leafis prescribed. 

The treatment continues up to 7 

days. If the patient still does not get 

cure finally root and flower extract 
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2. Heart problem 

Neem leaf 

Root of Kulin 

Bile of cow 

(liver is also 

collected) 

Bile of bear 

Bark of Atjuna 

174 

ofVat is applied. The patient has to 

take half glass of the prescribed 

juice for 4-7 days. 

Neem leaves are boiled and the 

water is given to the patient twice 

or thrice a day. 

Root extract of Kulin tree IS 

prescribed. The patient has to take 

medicine until fever is completely 

cured. 

In earlier days bile of cow is 

collected and burned. Then the bile 

was grinded to make a dust and the 

dust was prescribed to the malaria 

patient. The treatment continued 

until the patient got complete cure. 

Bile of bear was also used in 

traditional medicine to cure malaria. 

The fresh collected bile was dried 

off and crushed to prepare dust. The 

patient had to take the dust with 

little amount of water until he got 

complete cure. 

The bark is crushed for extracting 

the juice which is given to the 

patient daily morning in empty 

stomach. The patient has to carry 

out the treatment for a long time. 
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Pendrasing leaf Extract of Pendrasing leaf is given 

to the cardiology patient daily once. 

The leaf is also used in daily 

cooking which reduces chances of 
. 

heart attack. 

3. Mumps Stem and leaf of Oatang is very useful in curing 

Oatang mumps. First of all a whole is made 

on the tree trunk. Through the pore 

plant juice comes out which is 

applied on the affected area. 

4. Cough and cold Leaf and root of Pip/a !eat; black pepper and honey 

Pip/a are mixed together. The patient has 

to take the mixture in every 3-4 hr. 

Root extract of Pip/a is also 

prescribed for curing tonsil. 

5. Diarrhea Root of Sadhimodi Root extract of Sadhimodi is 

prescribed twice or thrice daily up 

to complete remedy. 

' 
6. Pneumonia Root of Pancha or Root extract of Pancha is 

Ultekhara prescribed. The patient has to take 

the medicine in empty stomach in 

the early morning. 2-3 doses, 

maximum 4 doses are required for 

complete cure. 

Bark of mature Bark is crushed and mixed with 

Gamari tree. little amount of water. This mixture 

is prescribed daily twice; one 

another dose in evening. The 

patient has to take the medicine in 
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empty stomlich. Complete recovery 

needs 5 to 6 doses . 

. 
Gua tree Twig or young leaf of Gua tree is 

(young leaf) grinded and the patient is advised to 

take the extract daily twice or thrice 

as per requirement. 

7. Scorpion bite Stem of Ahmiche The plant is used as a remedy of 

scorpion bite. The stem is grinded 

to make a paste which is applied on 

the affected area. 

Bark of Langaya. Bark and leafofthe Langaya plant 

have medicinal properties. The 

plant parts are used as medicine in 

scorpion bite. The bark is grinded 

and the paste is applied on the 

affected area. In an alternative way, 

juice prepared from Langaya leaf is 

given to the patient. Sometimes 

both the techniques are applied 

simultaneously. 

8. Dysentery Bark of the mattire' Extract of the Butasingh stem is 

Butasingh tree, stem prepared. The extract must be taken 

of the same plant can without any impurities twice daily. 

also be used 

9. Jaundice Rhizome or root of Root is grinded first. Then the 

Aing grinded root is mixed with little 

amount of water. The patient has to 

take the mixture thrice daily up to 

3-4 days. 
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10. Dandruff 

Lahari leaf 

Cirota leaf 

The leaf extract is found useful in 

treating jaundice. The patient is 

advised to take one glass of leaf 

extract daily once in empty 

stomach. The patient should take 

the medicine at least up to 15 days. 

Cirota leaf is boiled in one glass of 

water. The patient has to take the 

water daily once. The treatuient 

continues up to 7 days to one monili 

depending on the condition ofilie 

patient. 

Eyubda The· root portion of Eyubda 1s 

(one kind oftermeric) grinded to make a paste. Little 

amount of water is added to the 

paste. After taking meal patient has 

to take the mixture daily once up to 

7 days. 

Fauching 

(root/ rhizome) 

Buddhi 

(stem and bark of 

mature tree) 

177 

Root extract ofFauching is useful 

of t~eating jaundice. 3-4 doses are 

required for complete cure. Patient 

has to take the medicine in empty 

stomach. The extract can be 

preserved in glass container for 3-4 

days. 

Buddhi is very much useful in 

treating dandruff. First of all stem 

of the plant is bruised with stone, 

water is mixed with it which will 
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. produce foam. The foamy solution 

is used like soap to wash dandruff. 

11. Psychological Root of Nagbili plant Extract of Nagbili root is used for 

disorder psychological disorder. People 

having psychic problem are 

prescribed to take the extract of 

Nagbili root. The patient would get 

relaxed and sleep. 

12. Gastroentites Eoyingleaf The leaf and fruits of Eoying plant 

are used as medicine for curing 

gastro-entities. Fruits and leaf are 

paste together and cooked. 

According to the traditional belief, 

ingestion ofthe prepared food 

strengthens the digestive power of 

the body. 

13. Sty Tailing leaf Sty which sometimes comes out on 

eyelids, one drop of Tailing leaf 

extract is applied. The sty would 
• 

disappear within 5-!Omin. 

14. Skin disease Dhungchu leaf Dhunchu leaf is used in curing skin 

disease. The dust of Dhungchu leaf 

is applied on the affected area of the 

skin. In an alternative way the 

boiled water of Dhungchu leaf is 

applied on the disease affected area. 

According to the traditional healers 

both the techniques are equally 

effective in curing the skin 

problems. 
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Lutodabai leaves and The plant parts of Lutodabai are 

fiuits useful in curing skin disease. The 

collected leaves and fiuits are 

crushed to make a paste which is 

applied on the disease affected area. 

Bark of Koremba or The bark of the plant or leafis used 

Tot/a as remedy in skin disease especially 

on sore or bruise. Firstly the bark 

and leaf of the plant are dried off 

and burned to make ash which is 

applied on the affected area to make 

the infection completely cure. 

15. Tooth cavity. Av(jal Root extract of the plant is 

(root and leaf) prescribed in curing cavity. 

16. Pierce Jhantleaf The Toto people make the dust of 

Jhant leaf which is applied on the 

mouth of pierce, pierce is dried off. 

• 
The medicine also removes pain . 

17. Diabetes Gmja Stem of Gurja is soaked overnight 

(stem) in a glass of water. On the next day 

morning the patient has to take the 

formed precipitate. The patient has 

to take the medicine once in a week 

and the treatment continues 6 

months to any long period 

depending on the condition of the 

patient. 
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18. Stomach ache Kart a// Hartal root is prescribed in stomach 

Kapate ache. Patient has to take root extract 

(root portion) of Hartal once or twice a day 

(depending on the severity of the 

pain). 

Eoying The leaf and fruits of Eoying plant 

(leaf, fruits and seed) are used as medicine fur gastro-

entities and stomach ache. 

Guatree Twig or young leaf of Gua tree is 

grinded and the patient has to take 

the extract twice a day until he is 

completely cured. 

Bikoma Bikoma is prescribed in severe 

(bikoma is one kind stomach ache. The paste of Bikoma 

of fruit) is mixed with little amount of water 

and the patient has to take the 

solution once a day in empty 

stomach. This medicine is 

prescribed generally for 3-4 days. 

19. GlandTB Lemon and 'Silaji' According to the traditional healer 

(one kind of plant) who prescribes this treatment, 

firstly 1 lit lemon juice is boiled 

until it reaches )4 of the initial 

volume. Grad-ually a sticky 

appearance is achieved which is 

applied on the affected gland up to 

3-4 days regularly. Finally the 

tumors burst and the wound is 

cured by regular application of 

'Si/aji'. According to the healer 
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'Silaji' is collected from some 

specific rocks ofBhutan. 

All the patients are advised not to 

take pork, 'kalai dal' and 'kachu'. 

Cini Toto traditional healers buy the 

(Cini is an animal medicine 'Cini' from Bhutan 

part. Cini is actually especially from Bhutanese tribe. 

liver and bile of Naya The patient has to take a small 

i.e. bear, especially portion of'Cini' once a day in 

the Bhutanese bear). anytime preferably after meal until 

he achieves complete cure. 

20. Asthma Khudka/ Puti which is produced by Khudka 

Toima(bee like or Toima is collected from the 

insect), nearer forest. Extract of Tulsi leaf is 

Puti, Tulsi pata mixed with the collected Puti. This 

solution can be preserved for one to 

two months. The asthma patient has 

to take the solution while he/she 

gets asthma attack. Treatment 

continues until the patient gets 

relief from acute problem. 

21. Snake bite. Earth worm, salt In case of snake bite, the traditional 

Chili, row. medicine men firstly ties up just 2 

inches up the wounded area. Then 

diagnosis is done whether the snake 

bite is poisonous or not. To make 

correct diagnosis the patient is 

asked to taste chili. If the patient 

could taste hot then he is declared 

out of danger and he does not 

require anv further treatment. In 
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another case if the snake bite 

diagnosed poisonous then further 

treatment is applied. In that case 

earth worm is searched and salt is 

given to the mouth of earth worm. 

Gradually the earthworm secretes 

some foamy white solution which is 

collected and prescribed to the 

patient. In an alternative way, hot 

chili is crushed and applied to the 

affected area. 

22. Urinary problem Eyanasim In urinaryproblemEyanasim leaf is 

(leaf and bark) used. A mixture solution is 

prepared from Eyanasim leaf and 

bark mixing with water. This 

solution is useful in treating urinary 

problem. 

23. Hydrophobia Seed of 'Dhutra' Concept of Hydrophobia is closely 

related with the dog bite. If the 

traditional healer suspects 
• 

hydrophobia he advises the patient 

to watch the particular do g. Three 

seeds of Dhutra are crushed to 

make dust and the dust is given to 

the dog. This process is repeated up 

to 7 days from the day ofbite. 

According to the healer the patient 

will be cured. 

24. Paralysis Fauching To treat the paralysis patient a 

(Rhizome), Bojo leaf, mixture is prepared first. Rhizome 

Kerosene oil, and leaves of FauchinK, Bojo leaves 
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Mustard oil. are grinded together to make a 

paste. Then 1:1 ratio ofkerosene 

and mustard oil are mixed with the 

prepared pasts. Regular massage 

with this paste proves effective in 

paralysis. 

25. High pressure Maws he Leaf of Maws he is collected and 

boiled in water upto 15-20 minutes. 

The water is prescribed to the 

patient twice or thrice in a week 

depending on the condition of the 

patient. 

But low pressure patients are 

strictly advised nit to take Mawshe, 

because Maws he can cause arthritis 

to them. 

26. Fracture Dubo, Harjor, Traditional medicine can cure the 

Kawla, Akti, Pakan fracture. If the fracture is old, egg is 

bet, Gurja, Karkudi, applied on the fractured area to 

Simbole, Tot/a, 
• 

make soften the fractured bone. A 

Karemba, Losing paste is prepared by mixing Dubo 

/eajAmra, leaf, two kind .of Harjor, bark of 

Eyanasim, Kawla, bark of Akti, bark of Pakan 

Bhuichampa, Egg, bet, Gurja (stem), leaf of Karkudi, 

Bamboo. bark of Simbole, bark of Tot/a, bark 

of Karemba, Losing leaf, root 

extract of Losing, young leaf of 

Amra, root of Bhui-champa. The 

fractured bone is settled properly 

and the prepared sticky paste is 

applied on the fractured area. With 

the help of bamboo frame plaster is 
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3.6 Religious Belief: 

done. Regular dressing is required 

for quick and proper recovery. The 

patient has to carry the plaster up to 

22 days. During this period patient 

is strictly advised to take only 

vegetarian food. ' 

After removmg the plaster 

sometimes patient experiences little 

bit of pain. In that case another 

solution is applied on the affected 

area. The solution is prepared from 

the bird hornbill. The flesh and 

bone of hornbill are boiled together 

until the flesh and bone are totally 

dissolved. After cooling the 

solution is kept in a glass container. 

The solution 1s applied on the 

affected area regularly until the 

patient gets relief from the pain. 

Religious belief is the most common and important aspect of the social system of any 

community. Every religion has a common characteristic i.e. they represent a complex of 

emotional feelings and attributes towards mysteries and perplexities of life. Thus religion 

comprises of various aspects viz. belief, superstition, feelings, fear, worship, attitudes. 

The tribal people are mainly animistic as their day to day life is surrounded by supernatural 

. events. As the studied tribe lives in the forest, hilly, isolated region, so their environment also 

permits them to trust in the super natural world. Like the other tribes, Totos are also animistic 

in nature. The Totos are animistic as they worship those things which are naturally born. 

They also have strong belief in nature. The flora, fauna, natural objects and natural 

phenomena make them more attached with their natural habitat. According to the Toto people 

they fmd their nature born deities mainly in their dreams. On the very next day morning they 
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search for those things and establish those objects as deities. Various times their animistic 

believes have been challenged by other religipns mainly by the Christians. But still traditional 

values, belief and practices are prevalent within the community. 

As a primitive tn"bal conununity the Totos are still highly dependent on various folk beliefs. 

Again being animists, they are being controlled by a psychology of imposing animistic ideas 

in each of the natural beings like the hills, sky, river, rocks and so on. They belief that even a 

river and streamlet has soul or spirit of its own, which reacts whenever the hill, rock or river 

god is neglected by anybody and the offender is punished in various way (such as by giving 

serious diseases) by the spirit of that particular object according to its own whims and 

caprices (Majumdar, 1998). 

The Toto religion is very simple. No special religious philosophy in greater sense has so far 

been influnced in the Toto religious thought. The deities of the Totos are both benevolent and 

malevolent in nature. They also have deities who are protective in nature. They all belong to 

the supernatural world. The role of these Gods and confined within the surrounding world of 

the Totos. Most of the Toto deities are denoted by a piece of rock, tree trunk, crest of a 

particular hill, a water spot and sometimes the river and rivulets surrounding their habitat. As 

the animists the Totos not only offer worship or penance to the presiding deities of water and 

streamlets ofTotopara but also some major rivers of the district. 

The religious life of the Totos ofthe six sectors ofTotopara is a wonderful admixture of their 

traditional ways of life as well as Christianity and Buddhism. Irrespective of the sectors 

majority of the Totos were animistic. 

In category-! village sectors, among 33 families of Dhumci gaon 96.97 percent follows 

animism, in Mitran gaon 96.55 percent families were animistic and remaining 3.45 percent 

families were Christian while in Puja gaon all the families were animistic in nature. 

In category-2 village sectors among 24 families of Monda! gaon 87.50 percent were animistic 

and 12.50 percent were Christian. In Panchayat gaon 92.65 percent fumilies were animistic 

and 9.68 percent families were Buddhist. In case of Subba gaon 92.65 percent families were 

animistic, 4.41 percent families were Buddhist and 2.94 percent families were Christians 

(table 3.1). 
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3. 7 Supernatural Belief: 

It has been observed from various studies that beliefS in supernatural agencies are·particularly 

strong in the context of health and disease. Different gods and goddesses, spirits as well as 

various rituals are connected with different diseases. The role of supernatural agencies · 

particularly in the tribal life in the causation and treatment of diseases is so important that the 

local tribal people have to seek the help of traditional diviners for appeasing, controlling or 

driving away the disease causing agents. Thus all the rituals connected with different diseases 

are observed by the tribal villagers. In general Totos of Totopara village had their own 

supernatural belief regarding rites of passage, health, disease and treatment although 

remarkable differences were found between the educated and uneducated villagers. Birth, 

marriage, death are surrounded by various rituals and many of them are observed due to the 

faith upon supernaturalism. To protect themselves from various health hazards they believe 

on supernatural power. In any auspicious occasion, before preceding any ritual they devote 

one portion of sacrificed meat and eu to their supreme powerful deity Senja. 

The Totos may have impressed by the animistic type of ideology, which is reflected in their 

belief that the souls of the dead ancestors continues to remain in contact with their kith and 

kins and do not convert into a potential spiritual force. Hence ancestors worship is present 

among them since long time as a cultural practice. They also believe in God of house or God 

of the family which is locally known as Chima. According to the studied villagers their house 

hold deity protects them from all sorts of misfortune. They also informed about both the 
• 

benevolent and malevolent ghosts and spirits. According to them their ancestor spirit do not 

herm them at all rather they help the villagers, guide them and make the things easier. People 

have strong belief that their ancestor's spirit and their house hold deities give them moral 

support at the time of distress and dispersion. 

They also mentioned about the village non-member spirit and ghosts. According to the 

villagers, village non-membered spirit actually came from outside the village only to cause 

harm to the villagers. Because of the strong malevolent nature villagers mainly scared about 

the forest ghosts. The forest ghosts were very harmful and could cause various ailments and 

misfortunes among the villagers. The fear of supernatural power forced them to worship their 

ancestor deities who could protect them from various misfortunes. 
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Villagers from Puja gaon and Mitran gaon mentioned about a strange incident that they often 

hear a peculiar sound of bird which comes from the nearer forest. This sound always 

followed by various misfortunes like diseases among the villagers or natural calamities. Then 

they generally offered one black hen and seven eggs of that particular hen to the forest ghost. 

According to the villagers, after offering worship, from the very next day they did not found 

any sound which was coming out from the forest. In that way the forest ghost demanded 

penance or worship from the villagers. 

During the field work, it was observed that they had strong belief in Jatri and Shikari bhut. 

Both of them were forest ghosts. According to the belie:t; Jatri bhut could kill any person if 

she was not worshipped properly. This ghost could attack both male and female particularly 

when they collected fire wood from the forest. Forest ghost Jatri is appeased by sacrificing 

one black hen with rice, salt, turmeric .and ginger. This worship can be done at anytime in the 

year but must be performed in the morning. All the items should be given in cooked form. 

They also had strong belief in the existence of Shikari bhut. It was a male spirit. It was 

formed when anybody dies at the time of fuel collection. Whenever somebody was attacked 

by Shikari bhut, the affected person suddenly fell in high fever and suffered from acute pain 

in legs. According to the villagers, Shikari bhut specifically attacked male members of the 

society but did not attack females. Villagers opined that opposite sex attraction might be 

probable cause behind such type of happenings. One pair of hen and one pair of egg of that 

particular hen have to offer along with some amount of eu . 
• 

The Totos also believe that three types of ghosts live in Ishpa hill. Among these three, two 

are male and one is female. The male ghosts are Bindi-kepa and Yuasudang-choislnt. Both of 

them are worshiped by blood and flesh of pig and the female ghost Choira is worshiped by 

sacrificing a cow. When these ghosts attack any individual, he will suffer from high fever, 

swelling of hand and legs. These ghosts generally appear in the river basin of Goati in the 

evening or night. They also believe that whenever the ghosts come in their dream, the person 

will walk in front of his house and can hear various kinds of sounds. This incident is 

generally followed by some kind of misfortune. Most commonly, some of the family member 

of the house may suffer from diseases. To get rid of from the problem, the villagers mainly 

consult with the paw and according to his suggestion various rituals are performed by 

sacrificing pig or hen or pigeons. 
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Although majority of the spirits are malevolent in natore, there is also a spirit who is 

benevolent in natore. The only benevolent spirit of the forest is Bansakpa and is called the 

queen of the furest. The villagers have deep fuith on Bansakpa and believe that Bansakpa 

helps to recognize various medicinal plants. 

According to table 3.2 among the total families 44.96 percent have strong belief in 

supematoral power while 55.04 percent fumilies do not belief in supernatural agencies. In 

category-! village sectors, among the total 84 families 75.00 percent have deep faith on 

supernatoral power and rest 25.00 percent do not have any faith. In category-2 village sectors, 

28.57 percent fumily believe in supematoral agencies and 71.43 percent do not believe in 

supernatural agencies. According to the study, it could be said that the people living in 

category-! village sectors have much believe in supernatural power than that of category-2 

village sectors. 

3.8 Worship of Deities: 

The Totos are very much traditional in their religious observances. Various kinds of worship 

and penance take place throughout the year. The Totos are basically animist, although some · 

of them claim themselves as the Hindus. But their basic religious practices viz. sacrifices of 

cow, pigs etc do not comply with the essence of Hinduism. They do not propitiate any image 

of God. They worship totemic objects like hill, river, forest etc. The worships can be 
' 

categorized depending on the level of participation at the fumily, chin or community. Tsa

gDang-pa is the deity of the house or the·family, the Chimadora is the ancestral deity of the 

lineage, Chaisung is the ancestral deity of the clan and ishpa is the Supreme God of the 

community. But presently Chima is said to be the family or household deity. 

Each clan has a separate Chaisung which are worshiped by the clan members unitedly under 

the guidance of an elderly clan member with the help of a priest by offering particular 

ingredients and sacrifice of animals according to their tradition. Each of the Toto house has a 

separate chamber of worship which is called jiri and the fumily or house hold deity Chima is 

worshiped over there. According to their belief Chima saves the family members from evil 

spirit. Non- Totos are not allowed to enter into the jiri. 
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3.8.1 Worship of Ishpa: 

Ishpa is regarded as the supreme deity of the Toto community. lshpa is mainly worshiped to 

save the community people from the evil spirit and the misfortune. The worship of Islzpa 

takes place in their traditional temple at Puja gaon which is locally called Demsha. It was 

found during the field study that the goddess lshpa is represented by two sacred drums 

(Bakung). The two drums are pres·erved within the Demsha which is used only during the 

religious occasion or in case of emergency. One of these two drums is considered as male and 

other female by the Totos. The male one is named as Cigamo and the female drum is known 

as Mogaimo. The pair is treated as husband and wife. The drums are made from the wood of 

Gamari tree. These drums kept hanging from a wooden beam of Demsha. The female drum is 

placed in the east direction and male is placed in the west direction. Non Toto population is 

not allowed to touch the sacred drums. Otherwise the person has to go through Sangailami 

i.e. the compensation by sacrificing a cow. 

Previously these drums were kept in the clan house of Baudhbei and Budhubei clans who 

were entrusted to take care of the Bakungs. The preservation of the drums gave the 

Baudhubei and Budhubei clans a superior status over others. But since the abolition of the 

separate houses the drums are being kept in Demsha itself where the aforesaid clan members 

take care of them. 

lshpa is the most powerful deity and is not worshiped with flower. The essential ingredients 

for this worship were blood and flesh of cow, sun dried rice, butter, ginger, plaintain leaves 

and the country liquor eu. A powder from the leaves of a tree named Tito is burnt as incense. 

To appease Ishpa pig, hen, birds are also sacrificed. At the time of propitiation both Gapu 

and Kaiji (religious headman) must be present over there. Generally animal sacrifices are 

done near the Goati khola where the women and children are not allowed· to take part. Cow 

and pig are killed by piercing the heart with a pointed weapon called patang and flesh and 

blood is sprinkled over the place. After completion all the rituals at Goatikhola they come 

back to theDemsha and the meat and rice is cooked with the territory of Demsha. Each of the 

family has to contribute two pots of eu. They pray "their supreme deity Senja in all the 

occasions (both religious and secular) including marriage. The prayer of the Totos is "lmng 

Senja neo" i.e. we have our supreme power Senja and "ayu Senja Ishpa mae" that means you 

are my parents and you are my truth. 
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After completion of the worshlp the head priest, other paws and elderly persons of the Toto 

community start dancing with the celestial music. Females are not allowed to take part in 

dance and singing. The dance is performed by imitating a bird whlch reside near the river and 

picked up stones from the river. The Totos have a strong belief that this dance will help them 

to understand the safe existence of our earth. The worshlp of Ishpa at the community level 

takes place twice in a year during their community festival Ongchu and Mayu. 

During the marriage ceremony no religious function is observed by the Totos except worshlp 

of Ishpa whlch is done by sacrificing a cow and offering its heart along with some other 

portion of the body for seeking his permission. During this function a member from Badhubei 

clan must hold the front legs of the cow that are being offered to the god. 

3.8.2 Worship of Choira: 

The lineage has an active role in respect of the control over the religious and ritualistic 

activities of the studied tribe. Every lineage has got a lineage deity of its own and the head of 

the fumily (male) must worshlp the deity till his sons replace hlm after their marriage. The 

deity is called Chima or Chimadora and the worshlp is called Choira. Each of the lineages of 

the Totos has a separate Chimadora or ancestral deity named after one of the most powerful 

ancestors in the male line. 

The essential ingredients oh thls ritual is blood and flesh of cow. The close relatives 

particularly the same lineage member come to the house of the organizer and each contribute 

a pot of eu. There is no need of invitation. During thls worshlp the particular cow whlch has 

to be sacrificed is tied with a saudi (rope). Just sitting over the 'dui' (an open projected space 

of bamboo platform in front of their room) the female members and the children of the fumily 

pull the rope. At that time the paw throws some sun dried rice and water over the cow. Other 

important items for thls worship are lasu leaves, dhungchu leaves and eu. The collected laSll 

leaves are particularly used for making bowls in which nangsha (i.e. Prasad) is served. 

Dhungchu leaves are used for purification of the place as well as the whole environment. The 

cow is sacrificed by the male members of the same lineage. Firstly the boiled flesh of the 

sacrificed cow is devoted in the name of Chimadora and the remaining portion is cooked and 

served among the invitees. The leg portion of the cow is allotted for the paw who performed 
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all the rituals. This worship is performed in the courtyard but necessarily with in the territory 

of the house or homestead land. Active participation of other clan members is not allowed in 

this worship. This worship is performed in the day light. There is a story (folktale) regarding 

this worship. In earlier days deer was sacrificed in this ritual. But once a Toto man hunted a 

deer and consume the meat of the deer as a delicious food but kept the head of that deer. The 

next day morning, with great surprise the man found that the head which he had preserved is 

not that of deer but of a cow instead. After that incident the Totos sacrifice cow in this Choira 

worship. 

3.8.3 Worship of Chaisung: 

Chaisung is the ancestral deity of the clan. As mentioned earlier the Totos have thirteen 

different clans and each of the clan has its separate Chaiszmg which has to be propitiated by 

the clan members. In case of multiple lineages within a clan the Chaisung of the most 

dominant lineage would be treated as the Chaisung of the whole clan. Chaisung is generally 

propitiated by the clan members of particular clan unitedly inside the house at thejiri of any 

of the same clan member. 

Chaisung of different clans are propitiated by sacrificing various animals but sun dried rice, 

dhzmgchu !eat; eu, ginger, plaintain leaf are the other essential ingredients which are common 

for all the clans. Also incense ofTitepate is burnt and enough of eu is offered on the occasion 

by all the clans. 

Chart-3D 

Identifications of Clan, Clan Deity and Totem 

Sl Name of the Clan Clan Deity Birds/animals Totemic 
No. (Chaisung) used to Offer in Symbol 

Worship 

1. Baudhubei L11tsada One black hen White cow/ 
(Gepaija) elephant 

2. Budhubei Ngedoopa One pig Tiger 

3. Bongobei Ganja-wang-pa One cow Red cow 
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4. Dankobei Chen One red hen Redhourse 
(Lama Lapang 

Basarang) 

5. Dantrobei Basrong One pig Elephant 

6. Diringchankobei Basui:Iang One hen and one Elephant 
cock 

7. Linkaijibei Aajibei One pig Snake 

8. Mankobei Lei-choung One pig Red dog/red 
buffalo 

9. Mantrobei Darong One pig White goat 
(i.e Sun) 

10. Manchingbei Lanteng-jee One pig Monkey 
(Bingdinepa) 

11. Mzbeibei Leicho One red hen Elephant 

12. Nurinchankobei Dutsang-tui One pig Elephant 
(Basudang) 

13. Pisichankobei Sarka One hen Red horse 

3.8.4 Jerongkobe: 

Sometimes the worship of Chaisung is performed by sacrificing one pig that worship is called 

jerongkobe. But this worship must be performed after sun set. The flesh of the sacrificed pig 

is devoted in the name of Chaiszmg either burnt or boiled but must be cooked. The left side of 

the sacrificed pig is given to the paw compulsorily. This ritual or worship is performed if any 

family member suffers from severe fever and weakness. 

3.8.5 Goram worship: 

Goram puja is the worship in which the village itself is worshiped by considering it as a deity. 

This is performed for the welfare of the village. Women are not allowed to participate 
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directly in this worship. This worship is performed particularly to ward off diseases from the 

village. Besides sun dried rice, eu, ginger, dhungchu leaf five types of animal are required 

which have t(l be sacrificed. These are pigeon, pig, duck, goat, cock :md hens as many as 

possible. Among the goats one goat must be white in co lOT. 

3.8.6 Goriya or Gorea worship: 

This is also a compulsory religious festival and performed at community level. Family, 

lineage or clan level worship in case of Goriya is not possible. At the top of the village 

organization there is a general council called Latchi- Jangoa. This Latchi- Jangoa or 

. community council is the supreme decision making authority of the Toto community headed 

by Kaiji and Gapu. The Latchi- Jangoa may assume two different characters - religious :md 

secular depending on the agenda under their deliberation. In Latchi- Jangoa the dates for 

various festivals including Goriya is fixed and also the subscription to be paid by every 

family. The main and essential ingredient of this worship is hen. Each of the Toto family 

must contribute one pair of hen and cock. The worship of Goriya generally takes place in the 

month of August- September. During the worship the Totos prepare seven types of plates by 

plaintain leaves and give ginger, jaiti, pan-supari, sun dried rice are distributed in each of the 

plate. In presence of paw hen is sacrificed. But the pow never sacrifices the hen by himself 

After that blood of the sacrificed hen is sprinkled over the plate. Then the unmarried Toto 

girls keep the plaintain leaves at a secret place in such a way that the ghosts should not reach 

to the sacred plates. It should be also noted that eu is not allowed in this ritual. This worship 

is mainly performed to save the community people from ghost attack. According to the 

present Kaiji hundred years ago single Goriya worship was performed at Goatikhola aud was 

conducted by Kaiji. Now a day's Goriya worship is performed sector wise but kaiji must go 

to the Goati khola at the time of sacrificing the heu. 

3.8.7 Worship of Manka: 

Worship of Manka also takes place at the community level. Just after three days of Goriya 

worship of Manka must be taken place. Four to five pairs ofheu and cock are sacrificed and 

the cock must be red in color. 
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3.8~8 Worship of Sanika: 

Totos have strong belief that birth and death of any individual is closely related with Sun. the 

Totos regularly worship the Sun which is conunonly known as Sanika puja. This worship is 

performed at the family level or clan level. Generally red hen is sacrificed at the presence of 

paw in the name of Sanika. This ritual is performed for the well- being and good health of the 

family members. 

3.8.9 Worship of Sodingpa: 

This worship takes place at the time of building of new houses. Pig is required along with sal 

dhup, sun dried rice. The blood of sacrificed pig is sprinkled over the newly built pillar and 

the potato, sal dhup and rice are placed in the cavity of the pillar. After filling up the cavity 

with the soil they start building the house. The worship is done by the pow incase of making 

the traditional houses but the pow does not take part in the worship in case of making modem 

houses i.e. concrete houses. The elderly persons of the Toto society still believe that 

Sodingpa i.e. the god of houses does not stay in the modem houses and can harm the dwellers 

of those houses. 

3.9 Health and worship of Deities: 

Magico-religious belief and occult or esoteric practices with systematic procedures as 

indigenous health practices are closely associated with the tribal health or therapeutics. This 

can be viewed (a) as a cultural complex i.e. ideas and values and (b) a part of social structure 

and organization i.e. network of relatives between groups, classes, categories of persons. So 

the rnagico religious beliefs of the disease and cure can be seen as a system of values, beliefs, 

knowledge, objects, tools encompassing the organization of some assigned persons and the 

relationship with them in daily social intercourses. 

Rivers (1924) found that the beliefs of mankind in general concerning the causation of 

disease may be divided into three groups - (i) natural causes (ii) the acting of supernatural 

agencies (iii) human agency. George Foster (1978) has modified this into two medical 

systems viz. (a) Personalistic and (b) Naturalistic. The frrst one covers the last two of the 

above in which disease is explained as due to the active, purposeful intervention of au agent, 
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who may be human (a witch or sorcerer), non-human (a ghost, an ancestor spirit or an evil 

spirit) or supernatural (a deity or other very powerful beings). All illness and death are 

believed to stem from the acts of the agent. In contrast to personalistic systems the second 

covers naturalistic systems which explain illness in personal systematic terms. Disease is 

thought to stem not from the machinations of agency being but rather from such natural 

forces or conditions as cold, heat, winds, dampness and above all by an upset in the balance 

of the basic body elements. 

Totos, the only primitive tnbal community of North Bengal are intimately related to their 

sunounding natural environment. They were solely dependent on the mercy of nature in the 

past with their primitive technology. On the other hand, the rivers and the streamlets have a 

vital role in development of culture and economy of the studied tribe. The hills of Totopara 

often change their courses causing heavy damage in the form of land slide and land erosion. 

Owing to the frequent change of courses it sometimes causes damage to huge quantities of 

agricultural lands including the standing crop and plantation. 

3.9.1 Worship of River Gods: 

In old days, during porterage they had to' come across a number of turbulent hill rivers and 

streamlets which created immense difficulties on their movement especially during the 

monsoon. As a result, they were aware of only with the destructive or evil activities of the 

streamlets. The living memories of their troublesome journey through the river beds have 
' 

created the idea only about the malevolent nature of the rivers, In this way the curses of the 

river gods had been converted into different diseases and disasters. They were also deprived 

of getting any modern medical facilities till recently and majority of them had no rational 

ideas about the causes of diseases and treatment. They had alternative than to offer worship 

of penance to the river gods, as the preventive and curative measures to overcome various 

diseases. It has been reported by the Toto elders that in the early days most of the major 

rivers of the district were worshiped by the Totos. Previously they used to go to the spots for 

worship of the rivers in Bhutan, but at present they seldom go to the spot except the river 

Torsha. Now they offer the same within their own village. Besides worship of some large 

rivers like Teesta and Torsha the Totos offer regular worship or penance to at least fifteen 

streamlets which are located within the territory of Totopara. In most of the cases the Totos 

offer penance or worship to the presiding deities of these streamlets to save themselves from 
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various disease and calamities, because tbe river Gods of tbe Totos in most cases are 

malevolent and revengeful in nature. Again they offer Sangailami (penance) to the enraged 

river Gods as a curative measure by appeasing the deities. 

3.9.1.1 Worship of Goa-tee and Goa-tee-kho/a or Goatikhola: 

The river Goatee and tbe spot Goatikhola deserve some special mention because it is 

considered as tbe most sacred river ofTotopara. It is compulsory to worship the river Goa-tee 

for each of the family head every year. 1n case of defiance, the offender will fall unconscious 

in front of village council Lachi-jangoa. Pig is tbe essential ingredient and each of the family 

have to give one red hen. All the priests under the leadership of religious head 'Kaiji' take 

part in this ritual. This is obviously a community level worship. 

3.9.1.2 Various River and Rivulet and their Worship: 

Sl Name of the river and Ingredients used Effect of Nature of 
No. its presiding deity enragemeut worship 

1. Dating-tee Black or red hen, sun High fever and Family level 

dried rice, eu, butter, stomach ache (annual but can 

ginger, plaintain leaf. even may cause be performed 

death. twice in a year) 

2. Deep- tee Red or black hen, sun High fever, Personal 

dried rice, eu, butter, dysentery, worship. 

ginger, plaintain leaf. distension. 

3. Niting-tee Two pigeons, eu, sun High fever. Personal 

dried rice, titepate. worship. 

4. Choa-tee One red or black hen, Diarrhea and Personal 

sun dried rice, eu, similar diseases. worship. 

titepate. 
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Contd .. 

5. Pane-tee Two black pigeons, one Madness Personal and 

pair of chicken, sun family level. 

dried rice, eu, butter, 

ginger, titepate, 

plaintain lea[ 

6. Uding-tee One pak black and one Madness Family level. 

pair red chicken, sun 

dried rice, plaintain leaf 

andeu. 

7. Merem~tee One pig, one pair Scabies, madness Family and 

pigeon, one pair personal level. 

chicken, rice, plaintain 

lea:t; eu. 

8. Lepa-tee One red hen is essentia~ Miscarriage Personal level 

along with sun dried worship. 

rice, eu, plaintain leaf 

9. Tunka-tee One red hen, rice, eu, Vertig. Personal level 

plaintain leaf. worship. 

, 

10. Tei- ling tee One red hen, sundried Appears in Family level 

rice, eu, plaintain lea:t; dreams and worship. 

titepate, dhup. frightens. 

11. Moo-tee (Torsha) Three pigeon, sun dried General illness Family level and 

rice, eu, titepate, ginger, (fever, dysentery also community 

butter, vermillion, dhup etc) level. 

12. Boirgori Pigeon, sun dried, eu, Irregular Personal level as 

titepate. menstruation well as family 

cycle. level. 
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3.9.2 Worship of Hills and Mountains: 

Totos worship number of mountain and piece of stone as the malevolent deities. Totos still 

have such a belief that when someone dies in an accident his or her soul turns to become 

ghost and takes shelter in Taden Mountain. For the peace of the departed soul Totos worship 

Ted en Mountain. This worship is actually a family level worship. Hen or pair of pigeons is 

sacrificed at the presence of paw. There is no specific time for this worship. 

3.9.2.1 Worship of Pidua: 

Pidua is another well-known malevolent deity of Totopara. It is said that Pidua or Pudua 

lives in the nearer Titi forest about five miles away from Totopara. In relation Pidua is the 

maternal uncle of Jshpa. According to the folk tale, they did not have good relation at all and 

had a strong competition for their height. Since long back, Totopara had been facing scarcity 

of water and Ishpa tried to solve out the problem. Jshpa gave a proposal to Piduafor digging 

a deep pond at.Dhumci gaon, so that the Totopara could overcome the water scarcity. Both 

Jshpa and Pidua engaged themselves in digging but at the mid way Pidua betrayed. Due to 

that wrong beha~ior Jshpa was so angry that he slashed away the head of Pidua and fixed his 

eyes on his back. The Totos have strong belief that if Pidua attacks somebody the person will 

suffer from severe head ache. Totos try to appease Pidzia by sacrificing cock. The color of 

cock must be white and black mixed. The other essential ingredients are sun dried rice, eu, 

ginger and a piece of white cloth. After offering such things in the name of Pidua they return 

back to the village. While returning home they are not supposed to look back. 

3.9.2.2 Worship of Dukulaka: 

Dukulaka is the name of a stone which is propitiated as a deity. If somebody is found to 

suffer from severe stomach ache, then the traditional healer suggests appeasing the deity 

Duku/aka. One red hen has to be sacrificed. The person who is suffering from the disease, he 

has to organize the worship. One point should be mentioned here that during the worship the 

propitiator must look at the upward direction. 
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3.9.2.3 Worship of Napu: 

Napu is also a stone deity. This deity is found at Purbokhola which is situated within the 

territory of Bhutan. This is actually a big lime stone. According to the studied villagers, 

during the long trade journey in Bhutan they have to pass through Purbokhola. At that time, 

one of the most powerful malevolent deities Napu generally attacks them. As a result they 

particularly suffer from leg pain. To get rid off from the illness one red hen has to be 

sacrificed. This is also a personal worship. The villagers claim that they get the result within 

48 hours. 

3.9.3 Worship of Forest and Plant Species: 

The traditional healing system of the studied primitive tribe is largely dependent on their 

surrounding forest ecology. They collect all the medicinal plants from their surrounding 

forest. Apart from the healing mechanism, the economic pursuit of the Toto people is closely 

linked with the surrounding forest. As a result they worship various plant species considering 

them as deities. 

3.9.3.1 Worship of Paikingsua: 

Paikingsua was the name of tree Nating which was located at the Panchayet gaon. But there 

is no tree found in that place but the tree spot is still worshipped by the Toto people. They 

also have a belief that if someone suffers from swelling of leg and severe body ache, he may 

be attacked by Paikingsua. To get rid off from the disease, one pig must be sacrificed in the 

name of Paikingsua. This is a personal level worship and the sufferer himself has to perform 

this worship. 

3.9.3.2 Worship of Luu: 

Luu is also a tree spot. According to the studied tribe, enragement of Luu results in swelling 

of leg and formation of sore or bruise. If the said problem is reported by any villager, he has 

to go through penance and worship of stone deity Luu. One red hen or black hen has to be 

sacrificed. Along with hen, sun dried rice, eu, butter, ginger are the other common elements. 

This is also a personal level worship. 
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3.9.3.3 Worship of Changshing: 

Changshing is the name of a tree. This tree is also worshipped when somebody is found to 

suffer from sore, wound or bruise. This forest deity is worshipped by sacrificing one cock. 

According to the villagers, the patient will recover very soon after performing this ritual. 

3.9.3.4 Worship of Moisingpa: 

Moisingpa is the worship of a big tree. Nearly before 50-60 years ago there was a big tree at 

Puja gaon which was propitiated by the villagers as Moisingpa. During the field work the 

researcher did not find the tree but the trunk of the tree was still there. Now a day that 

particular tree trunk is worshipped as Moisingpa. This is a community level worship which 

generally takes place in the month of August- September. One pig is sacrificed along with 

other ingredients. Moisingpa is also a malevolent deity and the effect of enragement may 

cause various skin diseases. 

3.10 Concept of Taboo and Totem: 

Totemism is a complex of ideas to involve a relationship between social groups, such as a 

clan and some class of natural objects, usually an animal or plant, Totem totem has been 

described in different ways by different authors. Durkheim associates it with religion, 
' 

Radcliff Brown describes totem as a valued element in the lives of the people but Levi 

Strauss emphasizes that totemism is separate from the religion. Thus, precisely, totemism is a 

whole set of ideology with which several do's and don'ts and beliefs are attached. These do's 

and don'ts are associated with the ritualistic behavior principle of avoidance or taboo. Taboo 

is derived from a Polynesian word 'Tabu', meaning to forbid and forbidden, involving the 

prescription of contact with valued persons, objects or places etc i.e. totemic objects which 

should not be touched, few comestibles which may not be eaten, places which should not be 

entered, words which may not be spoken and few things which not be seen. These are the 

unwritten laws of the simple societies, having three fold purposes viz. productive, protective 

and prohibitive. The non-observance of these Taboos is polluting, dangerous, and can bring 

calamity on the entire social group. 
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In the socio-religious life of the Totos, taboos and totems occupy a very significant place. 

Besides Chaisung (ancestral deity of the clan) the Totos have separate totems for each of 

their clans. They· assume a certain correspondence between the two. The Chaisungs are 

represented by different plants and other natural objects located in a particular spot within the 

territories of the clans and are demarcated as the clan-emblems or shrines. The clans are also 

totem based. Sometimes the totems are represented by a particular species of animal. So, each 

clan has. separate Chaisung as well as totemic symbol. Like any other primitive tribes, the 

totem of the Totos has two aspects- social and religious. The social aspect plays a more 

dominant role than the religious one. The totemic symbols are related to their livelihood and 

to the day to day functioning of the Toto tnbe. There is no restriction against eating or killing 

the totemic symbols among the Totos. Although the Chaisung is represented by one object or 

other within the clan territory, but the Totos do not have any shrine or any particular spot for 

their totems as the existence of the totems is more at psychological level than that of physical 

level. It is also reported during the field survey each clan deity (i.e. Chaisung) is worshipped 

twice in a year by the clan members but the clan totem is never worshipped. 

Taboos and totems both are very much inter-related and is strictly observed among the Totos. 

For instance Budhubei, Boudhubei, Nubeibei, Dhirinchankobei, Mtrinchankobei, Linkaijibei 

are designated as the priestly clans and the concern clan members are tabooed not to touch 

the squirrel and monkey. Five families are selected from above said six clans and from each 

of the family one male member is chosen for helping the pow at the time of worship of their 

supreme deity Senja. These six male members are not allowed to take cooked food from any 
' 

women from any other clan. Bongobei, Dantrobei, Pisichankobei clan members are also not 

allowed to touch squirrel and monkey but do not have any restriction regarding food. Besides 

these, the rest four clans i.e. Dankobei, Mankobei, Manchingbei and Mantrobei clan 

members do not allow any kind of restriction. 

There are various other taboos in their socio-cultural life. For example, regarding marriage 

they do not marry within their same clan. A Toto boy cannot marry any Toto girl within his 

own clan and vice versa. The other clan members are tabooed to enter into the 'jiri' i.e. the 

place of the household deity. The women folk are not allowed to go to Goatikhola during the 

worship of Ishpa. Violation of this rule may lead to barrenness or miscarriage. The Toto 

women are also tabooed to touch the chu (plough) and are prohibited to perform any dance in 

their religious occasions. It is also found that, during pregnancy the women folk are not 
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allowed to go to the forest for fire fuel collection because that may cause herm both the 

mother and the child. During pregnancy a woman cannot take plaintain flower because that 

may cause miscarriage. After completion of the festival Sordey the Totos are tabooed to take 

orange until the festival of Mayu. During one month before Goriya and Manka worship, both 

Kaiji and Gapu must take food which is cooked in their own house. They are not allowed to 

take food from outside. During the worship days the paw is supposed to cook their own food 

and they take food once in a day. 

3.11 Magico-Religious Practices related to Health: 

According to Foster and Anderson (1978) all societies have disease theory systems to 

identifY, classifY and explain illness (cited in Sinha and Banerjee's paper, 2004). A perusal of 

disease theory systems of traditional societies worldwide, anthropologists have concluded 

that in the explanation of illness, there are a number of casual perspectives or themes that 

appear with greater frequency. These themes cross-cuts time periods, geographic space and 

ethnic boundaries. According to Foster and Anderson (1978) there are three basic theories 

about the cause of illness: personalistic, naturalistic and emotionalistic (cited in Sinha and 

Banerjee's paper, 2004). 

A personalistic medical system is believed to be caused by the active, purposeful intervention 

of a 'sensate' agent who may be a supernatural being (a deity or a god), a non- human being 

(such a ghost, ancestor or evil spirit) or a human being (a witch or sorcerer). The sick person 

literally is a victim, the object of aggression or punishment directed specially against him, for 

reasons that concerns him alone 

In majority category of cause as characterized by the purposeful intervention of "sensate" 

agents who, whatever their reasons, seek out a victim who falls ill. We can call this category 

personalistic in that aggression or punishment is directed against a single person as a 

consequence of the will and power of a human a supernatural agent a being. 

Personalistic explanations appear to predominate in the traditional societies. In all the 

traditional medical system we fmd efficient and proximate· causes. In personalistic systems 

deities, ghosts, witches and sorcerers are efficient cause. 
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Magic has been understood as a system of manipulation by which an effect is sought through 

the action of unseen power. The concept of health and illness among the Totos is partially 

guided by the belief in super natural power. There are certain semi- divided beings or 

guardian spirits or supernatural powers which are not good at all but always respected. 

Through several types of magical practices magicians attempt to control these powers which 

are not validated by the existing scientific knowledge. Magic could be performed either for 

the welfare purpose i.e. white magic or for the destructive purpose i.e. black magic. The 

magical rites and practices could be associated with the superstitions and beliefs of that 

particular group and are also associated with one or the other deity on natural and super 

natural forces. 

There is not always a hard and fust distinction between good and bad (black and white) 

magic, though there usually is a distinction between socially approved and anti social magic. 

Sorcery and witch craft are ritual means of working harm against an enemy. Though usually 

anti social they are not necessarily so; sorcery in some societies is used to detect and punish a 

criminal. It may be permissible to seek revenge on an evil doer by injuring a killing him or a 

member of his group by witch craft. A sorcerer is a person who willingly directs injurious 

magic on others. He may be able to transform himself into animal shape, he may be able to 

injure by the power of thought, or may have the "evil eye". Such person may keep their 

power secret. They may be regarded as public enemies or may be tolerated and employed to 

wreak evil on personal enemies. 

Many of them believe that the evil spirits are mainly liable for their diseases and only by 

performing magical functions one can get rid of the diseases. The Baidangis or exorcists play 

an important role among the Totos. The exorcists use to put Marna or Mirn-be in flat basket 

called chering to ascertain the nature of the disease, the name of the spirit or deity responsible 

for it and also the particular Sangai lawmei (penance) to be performed to appease the enraged 

deity or spirit. They also prescribe the ingredients require for offering the Sangailawmei 

including the sex and color of the particular animal or bird to be given in sacrifice. 

In earlier days only the Toto Baidangis performed the magical performances, but now-a- day 

the same is also performed by the paw. Both white and black magic is practiced among them. 

The white magic practice known as Gai puja is performed before going to the forest to 

protect them from evil spirit. This magic is mainly performed in the month of March -April 
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at every early morning in the presence of paw. The essential ingredients are sun-dried rice 

(which is divided into nine parts) one red hen, plaintain leaves and ginger. The hen is 

sacrificed and the blood and flesh is offered to the forest spirit. The magic is performed 

whenever the people enter into the forest for hunting as well as collecting various medicinal 

plants. The main objective of the good magic or white magic is the welfare of the individual 

and the society as this is chiefly associated with collection of medicinal plant. 

3.12 Sorcery and Witch Craft: 

Sorcery and witch craft are ritual means of working harm against an enemy. The word 

'witch' is derived from the old English 'wicce' meaning 'a female magician or sorceress,' but 

although the term 'wizard' and 'warlock' are available for male magicians, 'witch' and 

'witch craft' are generally applied to both sexes and their magical activities (Sinha and 

Banerjee, 2004). 

Although the terms witchcraft and sorcery are sometimes used synonymously, anthropologist 

generally distinguish between them. As practiced in a wide variety of societies throughout the 

world, witchcraft is an in born, involuntary and often unconscious capacity to cause harm to 

other people. On the other hand, sorcery, which often involves the use of materials, potions 

and medicines, is the deliberate use of supernatural power to bring about them. Some 

societies have specialist practitioners of sorcery but in other societies sorcery can be practiced 

by anyone. 

Different types of black magic are also practiced by the Totos. These magical practices are 

mainly performed by the jhakris who· mainly belongs to the surroundings Nepali community. 

Black magic were not the integral part of the traditi?~al Toto society but were borrowed from 

the Nepali community. Now a day's some religious healer and 'paws'· of Toto community 

itself are practicing this malevolent art by imitating Nepalijhakris. 

The most widely practice black magic is called Bamnara by the Totos. The paw or the 

jhakries perform some rituals with the help of mantras to destroy someone. This practice 

must be performed outside home often sun set. There is no specific day or month for 

performing this particular magic but must be performed secretly. The essential ingredients are 

one pair of eggs, chicken, betel nut and vermillion. According to the villagers this magic can 
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cause death of the target. In another way, the paw placed three pigeons returned back to the 

paw and an imprisoned by him. Later on, three pigeons are released in deep forest. The fate 

of the target is also same. 

Another type of black magic is Toijrmg where the target will suffer from high fever. The 

essential ingredients of this magic are one red cock, ginger, eu and sun dried rice. This magic 

must be performed often sunset within deep furest. 

Noijung is another type of black magic which can cause psychological disorder of the target. 

This magic can only be performed during the month of August - September. The main 

ingredients are one pair of pig, salt, chilly, and sun dried rice. 

In case ofAgre ban paw makes an idoVimage of the target piercing it with arrow. This can be 

performed at any day of any month but must be in an isolated place. The essential ingredients 

are one chicken, one pigeon and sun dried ice. After sacrificing the chicken, the paw buries 

the sacrificed chicken by himself. The magic is performed in the name of the target person. 

The target will suffer from some chronic disease. The mantra of this magic is 'Agre ban, 

Bojro ban, mairung, bairung, gurung. ' 

Another type of black magic is common in Toto society where one paw can cause harm to 

another paw. The main weapon used in this magic is arrow and the other ingredients are sun 

dried rice, black pulses and fire. 

(Witch craft is also observed among them and sometimes they consider non Toto women as a 

witch.) 

3.13 Rituals of Medical Exor_cjsl!l: 

Totos under study have strong belief that diseases are caused due to the wrath of god and evil 

spirits; hence their healing system is fullowed by prayers, religious rituals, propitiations and 

sacrifices. Their traditional medicine is closely linked with food habits based on the staple 

food and associated food taboos. 

These meaningful and highly stylistic rituals can also be grouped into two broad categories, 

viz. healing worship and protective worship. The healing rituals are one where the evil effects 
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have already been noticed. The ritual is therefore an attempt to remove, suppress or ward off 

the misfortune. In protective ritual, the mal effect may or may not be known. The ritual is an 

attempt to avoid any future suffering. Rituals and rites associated with medical exorcism can 

be studied in two ways viz. the preventive procedure and the curative procedure. 

3.13.1 The Preventive Procedure: 

The preventive procedure mainly includes use of charms, amuiets, animal sacrifices, and 

propitiation of disease causing gods and goddesses or spirits, warship of the controlling deity 

of various diseases. Animal sacrifices and offering of various ingt;~dieuts are performed to 

ward off the effect or cause of evil spirit. Supreme deities Ishpa, house hold deity Chima are 

regularly worshipped at the community level as well as family level for the protection of 

community member or family members from various disease and evil attack. 

3.13.2 The Curative Measures: 

The curative measures are the methods of treatment they follow to cure the various disease. 

The treatment process consists of the domestic methods, magical spells, the shamanistic 

treatment etc. 

3.13.2.1 Local Medicine: 

At very initial stage of any disease, they apply their own knowledge without consulting any 

medicine man. For example, to cure suffering from cough and cold, the patient is given juices 

of T11lsi or basak leaves, with a pinch of common salt and ginger extract. The patient is given 

the neem leaves with boil water while the patient is suffering from high fever. They also take 

pendrashing (kari leaves) as a vegetable to cure high pressure. 

3.13.2.2 Shamanistic Treatment: 

The studied tribe consults with the traditional medicine men for various reasons. 

Headache: 

Only 'mantra' and some propitiation are applied to the patient with the help of fire and sun 

dried rice. 
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High Fever: 

When any one is found to suffer from high fever before going to local PHC (Primary Health 

Centre), he consults with the traditional medicine men or paw. The paw or the religious 

practitioner use to put manta or rice in a flat basket or plate to ascertain the name and nature 

of fever, and also the deity or spirit responsible for it. He also prescribes the necessary 

ingredients and particular animal which has to be sacrificed. Mainly one of the fifteen rivulets 

is worshipped. The main ingredients are eight pigeon or hen, or pig along with some sun 

dried rice, ginger, eu and manta. After sacrificing the animal, cooked rice and meat is served 

to all the invitees. 

Stomach Ache: 

The nature of disease and associated deity or spirit is detected by the paw. Sometime forest 

deity or spirits associated with various rivulet found to be responsible for the disease. 

According to the nature of spirit red hen, a black hen is generally sacrificed. Sun-dried rice, 

ginger, eu, dhup are the other common ingredients. 

Bleeding from Nose and Mouth: 

In case of bleeding from nose and mouth the paw utter some mantras with the help of red 

color flower called Sang. This flower is commonly found in winter season. Other than winter, 

this worship is performed by using young leaves of the Sang tree. 

Sore and Swelling of Leg: 

The Totos have deep faith on evil spirits. They have a belief that if somebody is attacked by 

Sikari bhut, he will suffer from sore and swelling of leg. The spirit is worshipped by 

sacrificing their hens along with sun dried rice, water and eu. At first fire is made in an 

earthen pot with some amount of rice and water. Then some amount of rice is taken on a plate 

and distributed in four directions east, west, north, south. Sitting in front of paw the sick 

person has to put his middle fmger in the plate. At that time, the paw performs some magical 

spell or incantation (mantras). According to their belief, magical spell can relief the pain. 
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3.14 Concept of Sonl and Ghost: 

3.14.1 Spirit Possession: 

Concept of soul and spirit is intermingled with the human life. Starting from the Hindu 

scripture Gita to the tribal religion there is a prominent existence of soul in the dark sphere of 

life. Tylor in his book Primitive Culture (1871) define soul "as the unsubstantial human 
' 

image and made of a sort of vapor like substance, which is impalpable, invisible, but it has 

power." The soul is indestructible i.e. it exists even after death. It may also be defined as sort 

of elixir oflife. From the primitive point of view there are two kinds of soul in man; the body 

soul or the fixed soul and the free soul or the shadow. The body soul animates the body and. 

pervades the whole of it. But the soul matter concentrates in certain parts of the body viz. 

hair, nail, blood sputum, heart, lung and head. Personal name is also a part of the body soul. 

The shadow or the free soul is defined with breath and shadow of the human beings. It is 

harmless and independent of the body, when a man sleeps; the free soul comes out of his 

body and wanders different places. The image of the out world experience of the free soul, 

one sees in his dream. Dream is a form of hallucination. In dreams, man transcends reality. It 

is through dreams man relives the past and anticipates the future. When the free soul comes 

back to abode or the living body, the person awakes. If the free soul gets injury at the time of 

its outside wandering cause illness it its processor. The primitive conception of disease and 

illness due to soul loss is derived from this notion. This is the common belief regarding the 

relation between soul, health and disease. 

All the rural Bengal has a firm conception about the existence of ghost, spirit and soul. The 

Totos ofTotopara villages were not different from them. Ghost only is a malevolent character 

as the villagers reported. But spirits are of two types viz. malevolent and benevolent. But 

majority of spirits are malevolent in nature and are responsible for various disease. Spirits do 

not have any specific target. It can capture both male female. Even children are also some 

times captured by evil spirits. Victimized person feels illness and can die if not treated 

properly. 

According to the villagers they recognize soul in the form of spirit. They also reported that 

spirit can capture a attack different parts of body viz. eye, leg, hand, ear, brain etc., As a 

result the victim may suffer from various disease such as head ache, stomach ache etc. 
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Villagers from distant sectors of primary health centre had opined about the direct relation 

between the soul or spirit attack and female disease particularly in case of irregular 

menstruation cycle and miscarriage. They also told the sterility of a woman can emerge due 

to the bad impact of evil spirit. This is the reason that the women folk is not allowed to go 

Goatikhola at the time of sacrificing any animal. The existence of witch was not reported 

within the community level. But they have the conception regarding the witch. They reported 

that there were witches within the village but they did not belong to Toto community. 

However, number of people from primary hospital adjacent village sectors not agreed with 

any of the above statements. They reported that there are some strange things in the name of 

spirit or ghost or soul but there is no such direct relation with disease or misfortune. 

According to them major ailments cannot emerge through the capture of soul or ghost. 

So, there were some differences among the villagers intra- village level regarding the concept 

of soul and ghost with impact upon the diseases. Majority of the villagers confirmed about 

the relation between diseases and spirit but some villagers did not agree with that. But in 

general there was a concept about soul in relation to disease. 

3.15 Traditional Health Practitioners: 

3.15.1 Role and Position 

In most traditional culture, there is a specialist who treats illness, injury, disease and related 

misfortune. These persons are generally corresponds to the leader of religious practices. The 

medico religious practitioner is also considered to be practitioner of magic, mantric or witch 

craft or exorcism traditionally and that person was a man of critical mind endowed with many 

abilities and that is dedicated to the vocation. Generally it is assumed that these specialists 

and the people have a common faith upon the technique used for the remedy as quit often 

both share the same culture milieu. The Totos identify illness as caused by natural and 

supernatural forces. In both the cases the illness is termed as bimari whether it is caused by 

natural or supernatural agencies. 
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The traditional healers of Toto society is mainly categorized in the following way-

i) Paw" Priest, Magical as well and Herbal therapist (Most belong to Toto community) 

ii) Baidangis- Exorcists (Most belong to Toto community) 

iii) Kabiraj- Harbal therapist (Most belong to Toto community) 

iv) Naongpoin- Second class priest, Magical as well as Herbal therapist (belong to Toto 

community) 

v) Jhakri- Magical as well as Herbal therapist (belong to Nepali community.) 

All the traditional medical practitioners are ordinary house holders who do healing work 

beside their routine house hold duties. An important factor, which not only singles out Toto 

traditional healers from the doctors but also from many other reported forms elsewhere, is 

there a inexpensive treatment terms. Mostly their services are gratis and sometimes 

inexpensive and as much their treatment is always within the reach ofthe people. In nut shell, 

the healer role is a 'non- profit social services' which adds to the prestige of an individual as 

a helpful guy. There are however very few exceptions in the forms of super specialist 

traditional healers. The super specialists charge exorbitant sum for their services. 

The role set of a 'paw' is a complex one as it includes the role of a priest, diagnostician, 

healer and sometime~ astrologer. Paw's role is typically a male's job. It is also some extent 

clan specific. Paw must belong to either of three class viz. Dantrobei, Boudhubei and 

Nubeibei. The status of 'paw' is not ascribed by birth and also not inherited vertically from 

father to son. Paw's healing art is not a literary tradition. The role of a 'paw' is not a full time 

job nor can it yield sufficient for a practitioner in economic terms. A paw is like any other 

land owning person and works as a healer during spare time. For calculation of any kind of 

illoess a misfortune he generally receives ten to fifty rupees considering the type of illoess. 

Paws generally do not demand for the fee and he has been seen to ever reluctantly accept the 

taken amount. For performing rituals, the paw receives the ingredients used besides rupees. 

Only on some special rituals which involve trance inclusion and have lot of strain on the paw 

the payment could raise up to hundred rupees. One point should be mentioned that, although 

they prescribe sacrifices but paw himself does not sacrifice any animal. 
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Baidangis are the exorcists of the Toto community. They generally practice various types of 

(sorcery and) exorcism related to health and disease. The exorcist use to put marna or mimba 

in a plate to ascertain the nature of the disease and the name of the deity or spirit responsible 

for it. They also prescribe the ingredients required for offering the penance including the 

color and sex of the particular animal or bird to be given in sacrifice. Some tomes the 

Baidangis also prepare folk medicine (or herbal medicine) from locally available herbs. 

Exorcists are always male member of the Toto community, but not clan specific. This is also 

not a full time job. The art of exorcism is not learnt and transmitted vertically from father to 

son. The curative measures performed by the Toto Baidangis are less costly than that of the 

Nepalijhakris. The Toto Baidangis were reputed to treat cause of snake bites. 

Kabiraj are the herbal therapist of the Toto community. The role of kabiraj includes 

diagnosis of disease and prescribing relevant medicine for curing the disease. The status of 

kabiraj is not ascribe by birth and also not inherited vertically from father to son. Kabiraji is 

a learnt method. 

3.15.2 Traditional Healer- Case: 1 

There was a famous herbal therapist Sri Kalicharan Toto lived in the village sector Mittan 

gaon (farthest from the Primary Health Center and market place.) when the field survey was 

conducted he was at the age of 40 years. He was married and has got four kids. He was 

mainly associated with agriculture as his primary occupation. His house was situated at the 

extreme end of Mitran gaon where he lived with his family members. Considering the 

educational background Sri Kalicharan Toto was dropped out at the primary school level. His 

livelihood was mainly dependent on agriculture and herbal therapy was his secondary 

occupation. 

As he resided in Mitran gaon he would easily be accessible to the inhabitants of Mittan gaon. 

Due to the positional p~oximity he was also easily available to the villagers of Panchayet 

gaon and Monda! gaon. Irrespective of age, sex education and economic background all kinds 

of patients were attended by him. He also attended the patients belongs to Nepali, Bengali, 

Bihari community. He got remuneration considering etiology, sereneness of the disease and 

on the basis of the treatment he provided. According to Sri Kalicharan Toto he acquired the 
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art of healing by herbal therapy from the place Nisiganj. Sri Kalicharan Toto reported that he 

had got multiple fractures in an accident and was taken to Jalpaiguri District Hospital. But he 

was not cured properly. Then he went to Nisigunj where he was treated for one year and 

fmally got cured. D.uring that one year he learnt application of various herbal medicines. lie 

also enriched his knowledge regarding medicinal plants by deep observation to nearer 

ecology. He claimed that he could prescribe medicine successfully for treating gastroentitis, 

malaria, urinary problems, mumps; jaundice etc. according to Sri Kalicharan Toto, the cases 

of malaria were found quite frequently among the Totos. Apart from that, skin problems and 

tooth cavity were also wide spread in Toto society. During onset of the disease the Toto 

people used to prefer traditional medicine. He claimed that he is very successful in treating 

fracture. For treating fracture he made a past with Loisung, Amra, Bosea, Gurja, Eyanasing, 

Durba and Bhuichampa were used. First of all, a plate was made with bamboo stick and the 

bone is set properly with that bamboo frame. The prepared paste is applied on the fractured 

bone. He claimed that all his prescnbed medicines are very effective for curing various 

diseases. Due to this reason, he acquired a respectable position in and around the village and 

obeyed by most of the villagers. 

3.15.3 Traditional Healer- Case: 2 

The villagers of all the studied six sectors were noticed to visit a person residing at Ballalguri 

(the gram panchayet of Totopara) whenever they suffered from jaundice. According to the 

villagers her medicine is unfailing for remedy. 

Sixty five years old a Muslim women Hamida Begum was that person inhabiting at Ballalguri 

with her husband, son, daughter in law and grand children. Her.son was agriculturist based on 

some five bighas of land. He was had a small business of areca nut as his secondary 

occupation. Her family was not economically very sound. 

A backward class Muslim lady Hamida Begum acquired the medicine and its preparation 

procedure from her distant relative uncle who was a fakir. She did not want to disclose the 

.formula to the outsider. But she is giving training to her daughter in law. The root of a 

specific tree is collected from the forest and the extract of the root is mixed with various other 

ingredients. The whole process is carried out by the lady herself and partially assisted by her 

daughter in law. This is a liquid syrup kind of medicine which could be stored up to one 
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month. This medicine can be prepared at any time as per requirement of the patient. Patients 

have to pay Rs.50/- toRs 100/- including the remuneration of her. Along with the medicine 

she also gives a 'tika' at the forehead of the patient and a 'male' (i.e. garland). The changes in 

color of that 'tika' indicate whether the disease is curing or progressing. Many of the cured 

patients presented some gifts to the lady. Even sometimes the hospital admitted patient party 

visited her for the medicine. According to her clinical diagnosis is necessary prior to consume 

of the medicine. Because there may be a bad effect to the patients those have not suffer by the 

said disease. But in some cases she prescribes the medicine by observing the symptoms of the 

patients. The quantity of the medicine differs in case of adult or children. The dose is also 

determined according to the severity of the disease. Whenever any jaundice patient come to 

her, she initially prescribes one dose for 15 days and places a tika on his forehead. After 15 

days, she reexamines the patient and prescribes second dose of medicine. According to her, 

two dosages are ~fficient for curing the disease. She also told that jaundice is very promine~t 

in Totopara and she treated number of Toto patients. All the studied Toto population of the 

said six sectors of Totopara village reported about the efficiency of the medicine given by 

Hamida Begum. But they also complained that Hamida Begum charges very high for her 

medicine, even sometimes it exceeds Rs.500/- . 

3.15.4 Traditional Healer- Case: 3 

This section is dealing with' the role and activities of the traditional healer of the Toto society, 

so the role and action of the mid wives of the Toto society should be discussed under the 
' 

traditional healing practices. As far as the accumulated statistical data there was 86.88 

percent home delivery took place in the category-! village sectors (farthest from the local 

Primary Health Centre and the market place). The percentage of home birth in the category- 2 

village sectors was also very high (91.35 percent) although there was modern health. facility 

in close proximity. From the statistical data it is also observed that before 40-50 years ago 

hundred percent deliveries took place at home with the help of mid wives and elderly ladies. 

During field work it was observed that present generation prefers local primary health centre 

for deliveiy. Birth by mid wives is a traditional process but it is known to large number of 

elderly women. 

There was an elderly lady who was well-known .as a mid wife among the Totos. Sabita Toto, 

sixty years old Toto widow women resided in Monda! gaon (category-2 village sector). 
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Sabita Toto had four son and three daughters. Daughters were married and among four sons 

three sons were married and separated. Sabita had to live alone but within the same campus 

along with her sons. They had two bighas ofland. 

The procedure of child birth was learnt by her from her mother in law. According to her 

bamboo thread and hot water are the main requirements for the whole process. The concern 

house supplies all the material at the time of delivery. Bamboo thread is necessary for cutting 

the umbilical cord and one bamboo strip is used once for the delivery purpose. According to 

her bamboo strip is fully hygienic and also claimed that she was never reported with neonatal 

infection. Umbilical cord is buried immediately after the delivery. The baby is washed by the 

hot water. She also told that always. she needs some assistance by the experienced female 

family members of that pregnant lady. She also added that in majority of the cases she does 

not get prior information and has to move with the patient party without any preparation. She 

never claims any remuneration for her job. She also reported that she refers critical cases to 

the hospital but less critical cases could easily be handled by her. She also informed that 

before establishment of local primary health centre (PHC) she performed such a critical 

delivery which is technically known as forceps delivery. She claimed that during her lifetime 

she performed more than fifteen deliveries and assisted at least thirty deliveries. She handled 

on Toto patients. Other community people such as Nepali, Bihari or Bengali fumilies do not 

call her because they prefer hospital or local PHC for the delivery. According to the 

traditional norm she is invited in the name giving ceremony of the new baby. 

3.15.5 Traditional Healer- Case: 4 

The magico-religious performances which were previously very much practiced among the 

Totos are gradually decreasing day by day after the death of many traditional healers. One of 

the fumous magico- religious practitioners in the Toto society was Chepte Toto. He was 

seventy five years old when the study was conducted. The house of Chepte Toto was situated 

at the extreme end ofPuja gaon. He was living at the slop of the Tading hill ofPuja gaon at a 

very isolated location. He was unmarried and devoted his life in the vocation of traditional 

healing practices. 

Chepte Toto belongs to the Maisi clan. According to him all magico religious practitioners of 

Toto society either belong to the Maisi clan or Deisi clan. Other clans are not allowed to 
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practice any magico-religious performances. The Toto people still perceive the idea that large 

number of the diseases could be cured only by practicing the ritmilistic performances. The 

traditional healer acquired the art of healing from their preceptor during his life time. After 

the death of their spiritual guides they came on the dream of their disciples to teach their own 

scripture. All the religious practitioners tried to spend their life in a very isolated location 

with a hope that the preceptor will come on their dream. They never expose those mystical 

formulas to any of the outsider. 

According to Chepte Toto, he was quite capable of curing lots of diseases only by offering 

worship and sacrifices without any medicine or plant extract. Sometime he used prayer beads 

to_ diagnose the origin or cause of illness. He claimed that he easily could identify whether a 

person attacked by the witch or evil spirit could either be cured or not. Rice, ginger and 

country liquor eu are considered to be the three essential elements of every offering. 

According to him different incantation are practiced for different types of witch killing. Apart 

from rice, ginger and eu, fowl which. is called fasur is another important ingredient for 

apprising the witch or evil spirit. He told about the name of different ghost or evil spirit such 

as Dip-tee, Datin-tee, Choa-tee, Tasu, Lengpa-tee, Panajora, Goa-tee etc .. all these spirits

were named after the name of some small rivulets. 

Chepte Toto described about some magico- religious performances which he practiced for 

curing diseases. For example Datin-tee puja was performed for getting rid off from stomach 

pain. For healing skin problem Lumbai puja was practiced which ensures early recovery. The . ' 

deity associated with this puja was made up of small piece of stone sized 1-1.5 inches. This 

worship should be organized by the family members of the affected person. One cock has to 

be sacrificed. Prevalence of another important disease found in Totopara was malaria. In case 

of malaria two white pigeons and one black cock are sacrificed in the name ofMoo-tee which 

is actually a river. 

The most crucial case he had to face in his life time when a child came with severe body ache 

with a strange characteristic that the body size was gradually diminishing. He diagnosed that 

the child was attacked by Maan. The Maan was the combined attack of Niting-tee, Moo-tee 

and Doying chomii. To get rid off from the disease he prescribed to sacrifice one red fowl 

along with rice, ginger, and the country liquor eu. He claimed that the child was completely 

cured after performing all the rites and rituals. 
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As Chepte Toto lived in Puja gaon (distant from local PHC and market place), he was easily 

accessible to the people ofPuja gaon. He attended all the patients irrespective of male, female 

and children. He got some remuneration depending on the economic condition of the 

patient's family and he got a portion from the offering. Chepte Toto said that the magico

reJigious practices are gradually decreasing after the death of their traditional healers and 

nobody is interested to acquire the prescribed techniques. He had of opinion that the 

importance of magico-religious activities are decreasing among the villagers as they think 

that nothing could be achieved through that sort of practices. It was also found that when 

people suspect that supernatural power are at play behind their ailments they prefer to avail 

the traditional way of treatment prescribed by the traditional healers. Apart from that, 

magico- religious activities are also performed not only to ward of diseases and ghost attack 

but also for snake bite and related misfortunes. From the words of Chepte Toto, it could be 

assumed easily that by blending the action of magic and religion, a combination of magical 

practices and religious observances was obtained to ward off misfortune of the society. 

Chapter Summary: 

Traditional concept of health and disease as well as the indigenous way of treatment among 

the studied tribe was discussed in this chapter. In this chapter reader could go through the 

supernatural beliefs regarding health and well-being of the community member along with 

the procedure of appeasement of different deities for protection from various diseases. Role 

and activities of the traditional healers are also written in detail. Knowledge about the 

indigenous medicine occupied a crucial part in this chapter. Case studies of patients who 

availed the traditional medical system are also stated in detail. The chapter discussed about 

treatment by traditional medicines (selected case studies), life cycle related rituals and 

occasions, etlmomedicines and their administration process, health related religious belief as 

well as supernatural belief, health and worship of various deities, concept of taboo and totem, 

magico-religious practices related with health and role and position of traditional healthcare 

practitioners. 
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TABLE: 3.1 DISTRIBUTIONS OF FAMILIES ON THE BASIS OF RELIGION 

Name of the Sectors Total number of Animistic Buddhist Christian 
families 

Dhumcigaon 33 32 - 01 
100.00 96.97 03.03 

Mitran gaon 29 28 - 01 ..... 
100.00 96.55 03.45 t-= '>I) .. - Puja gaon 22 22 o:l u - -
100.00 100.00 

Total 84 82 02 -
100.00 97.62 02.38 

Mondalgaon 24 21 - 03 
100.00 87.50 12.50 

Panchayat gaon 62 56 06 -M 

t-
100.00 90.32 09.68 

= '>I) .. Subbagaon 68 63 03 02 -o:l 
u 100.00 92.65 04.41 02.94 

' Total 154 140 09 05 
100.00 90.91 05.84 03.25 

Grand Total 238 222 09 07 
100.00 93.28 03.78 02.94 
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TABLE: 3.2 DISTRIBUTIONS OF FAMILffiS ON THE BASIS OF SUPERNATURAL 
BELIEF 

Total Belief in supernatural power 
Name of the Sectors nuniber·of Yes 

Families No 
Ghost/ Witchcraft/ Soul! Shamau/ Spirit 

Dhumcigaon 33 32 01 
100.00 96.97 03.03 

Mitran gaon 29 IS 14 
..... 100.00 51.72 48.28 
~ 
Q 
~ 

Puja gaon 22 16 06 .. -'" 100.00 72.73 27.27 u 

Total 84 63 21 
100.00 75.00 25.00 

Mondalgaon 24 05 19 
100.00 20.83 79.17 

N 
Panchayat gaon 68 23 45 

~ 
100.00 33.82 66.18 

Q 
~ 

Subba gaon 62 ' 16 46 .. -'" 100.00 25.81 74.19 u 

Total 154 44 110 
100.00 28.57 71.43 

Grand Total 238 107 131 
100.00 44.96 55.04 
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TABLE: 3.3 DISEASE AFFECTED FAMILffiS (in last five years) 

Name of the Sectors Total number of Affected Not affected 
Families 

Dhumci gaon 33 27 06 
100.00 81.81 18.18 

' 

Mitran·gaon 29 23 06 
100.00 79.31 20.69 .... 

& 
"' .. Pujagaon 22 19 03 .. ... 
"' 100.00 86.36 13.64 u 

Total 84 69 15 
100.00 82.14 17.86 

Mondalgaon 24 21 03 
100.00 87.50 12.50 

Panchayat gaon 62 54 08 
100.00 .87.09 12.90 

"' & • "' .. Subbagaon 68 58 10 .. ... 
"' 100.00 85,29 14.71 u 

Total 154 133 21 
100.00 86.36 13.64 

Grand Total 238 202 36 
100.00 84.87 15.13 
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TABLE: 3.4 VILLAGERS AFFECTED BY DISEASES [last 5 yrs.] 

Total Total population Disease affected 
Name of the Sectors number of 

Families Male Female Male Female 

Dhumcigaon 33 84 74 50 43 
100.00 100.00 100.00 59.52 58.11 

Mitran gaon 29 73 59 18 21 
.... 100.00 100.00 100.00 24.66 35.59 

& = 
~ Puja gaon 22 79 73 22 16 
"t;j 100.00 100.00 100.00 27.85 21.92 u 

Total 84 236 206 90 80 
100.00 100.00 100.00 38.14 38.83 

Mondalgaon 24 51 54 45 36 
100.00 100.00 100.00 88.23 66.67 

Panchayat gaon 62 164 132 104 89 ... 100.00 100.00 100.00 63.41 67.42 

~ = bJ) Subbagaon 68 184 143 55 47 .. .... 
01 100.00 100.00 100.00 29.89 32.87 u 

Total 154 399 329 204 172 
100.00 100.00 100.00 51.13 52.28 

Grand Total 238 635 535 294 252 
100.00 100.00 100.00 46.29 47.10 
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TABLE: 3.4.1 DISEASE AFFECTED PERSONS IN DHUMCI GAON [last 5 yrs.] 

Total affected Total 

Age groups 
Male Female Male Female 

0-4 04 05 14 08 
28.57 62.50 100.00 100.00 

5-9 02 03 05 10 
40.00 30.00 100.00 100.00 

10-14 09 05 18 08 
50.00 62.50 100.00 100.00 

15-19 06 06 12 10. 
50.00 60.00 100.00 100.00 

20-24 03 04 06 12 
50.00 33.33 100.00 100.00 

25-29 11 05 11 08 
100.00 62.50 100.00 100.00 

30-34 04 03 04 03 
100.00 . 100.00 100.00 100.00 

35-39 01 03 01 05 
100.00 60.00 100.00 100.00 

40-44 03 02 03 02 
100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

45-49 01 01 02 01 
50.00 . 100.00 100.00 100.00 

50-54 02 02 02 02 
100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

55-59 01 01 01 01 
100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

60-64 01 02 03 03 
33.33 66.67 100.00 100.00 

65-69 02 01 02 01 
100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

70 aud 70+ - - - -

Total 50 43 84 74 
59.52 58.11 100.00 100.00 
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TABLE: 3.4.2 DISEASE AFFECTED PERSONS IN MITRAN GAON [last 5 yrs.) 

Age groups Total affected Total 
Male Female Male Female 

0-4 01 01 12 10 
08.33 10.00 100.00 100.00 

5-9 01 03 09 14 
11.11 21.43 100.00 100.00 

10-14 03 03 13 11 
23.08 27.27 100.00 100.00 

15-19 01 - 09 07 
11.11 100.00 100.00 

20-24 - 02 04 06 
33.33 100.00 100.00 

25-29 02 06 07 09 
28.57 66.67 100.00 100.00 

30-34 01 02 05 05 
20.00 40.00 100.00 100.00 

35-39 02 - 05 05 
40.00 100.00 100.00 

40-44 03 - 07 -
42.86 100.00 

45-49 01 02 02 03 
50.00 66.67 100.00 100.00 

50-54 - - 01 -
10,0.00 

55-59 - 01 02 01 
100.00 100.00 100.00 

60-64 02 01 02 02 
100.00 50.00 100.00 100.00 

65-69 01 - 01 -
100.'00 100.00 

70 and 70+ - - - -

Total 18 21 79 73 
22.78 28.77 100.00 100.00 
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TABLE: 3.4.3 DISEASE AFFECTED PERSONS IN PUJA GAON [last 5 yrs.] 

Total affected Total 
Age groups Male Female Male Female 

0-4 02 02 13 06 
15.38 33.33 100.00 100.00 

5-9 02 01 14 .13 
14.29 07.69 100.00 100.00 

10-14 02 03 12 13 
16.67 23.08 100.00 100.00 

15-19 03. 01 11 04 
27.27 25.00 100.00 100.00 

20-24 01 01 02 06 
50.00 16.67 100.00 100.00 

25-29 02 02 06 03 
33.33 66.67 100.00 100.00 

30-34 02 - 03 02 
66.67 100.00 100.00 

35-39 - 01 - 02 
50.00 100.00. 

40-44 03 01 04 03 
75.00 25.00 100.00 100.00 

45-49 04 04 04 06 
100.00 66.67 100.00 100.00 

50-54 - - 02 -
100.00 

55-59 .. - - -

60-64 - - 01 01 
100.00 100.00 

65-69 01 - 01 -
100.00 100.00 

70 & 70+ - - - -

Total 22 16 73 59 
30.14 27.12 100.00 100.00 
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TABLE: 3.4.4 DISEASE AFFECTED PERSONS IN MONDAL GAON [last 5 yrs.] 

Total affeded Total 
Age groups 

Male Female Male Female 

0-4 01 01 01 01 
100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

5-9 10 06 10 07 
100.00 85.71 100.00 100.00 

10-14 03 05 03 10 
100.00 50.00 100.00 100.00 

15-19 04 06 06 07 
66.67 85.71 100.00 100.00 

20-24 07 03 10 05 
70.00 60.00 100.00 100.00 

25-29 03 02 03 06 
100.00 33.33 100.00 100.00 

30-34 03 03 03 06 
100.00 50.00 100.00 100.00 

35-39 04 01 05 02 
80.00 50.00 100.00 100.00 

40-44 03 02 03 02 
100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

45-49 01 02 01 03 
100.00 66.67 100.00 100.00 

50-54 02 03 02 03 
100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

55-59 02 - 02 -
100.00 100.00 

60-64 02 02 02 02 
100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

65-69 - - - -

70 and 70+ - - - -

Total 45 36 51 54 
88.23 66.67 100.00 100.00 
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TABLE: 3.4.5 DISEASE AFFECTED PERSONS IN PANCHAYAT GAON [last 5 yrs.] 

Total affected Total 
Age groups Male Female Male Female 

0-4 II 09 18 13 
61.11 69.23 100.00 100.00 

5-9 14 06 20 12 
70.00 50.00 100.00 100.00 

10-14 14 13 21 19 
66.67 68.42 100.00 100.00 

15-19 12 II 23 19 
52.17 57.89 100.00 100.00 

20-24 10 09 20 13 
50.00 69.23 100.00 100.00 

25-29 07 07 15 08 
46.67 87.50 100.00 100.00 

30-34 06 07 07 13 
85.71 53.85 100.00 100.00 

35-39 06 10 07 11 
85.71 90.91 100.00 100.00 

40-44 07 06 10 12 
70.00 50.00 100.00 100.00 

45-49 10 08 14 08 
71.42 100.00 100.00 100.00 

50-54 03 - 03 - .. 

100.00 100.00 
55-59 01 01 02 02 

50.00 50.00 100.00 100.00 
60-64 02 01 03 01 

66.67 100.00 100.00 100.00 
65-69 - 01 - 01 

100.00 100.00 
70 and 70+ 01 - 01 -

100.00 100.00 
Total 104 89 164 132 

63.41 67.42 100.00 100.00 
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TABLE: 3.4.6 DISEASE AFFECTED PERSONS IN SUBBA GAON [last 5 yrs.] 

Age Total affected Total 
groups Male Female Male Female 

0-4 02 01 12 12 
16.67 08.33 100.00 100.00 

5-9 03 06 . 35 26 
08.57 23.08 100.00 100.00 

10-14 06 03 29 17 
20.69 17:65 100.00 100.00 

15-19 ' 10 02 25 14 
40.00 14.29 100.00 100.00 

20-24 05 05 15 11 
33.33 45.45 100.00 100.00 

25-29 07 08 16 15 
43.75 53.33 100.00 100.00 

30-34 07 08 11 13 
63.64 61.54 100.00 100.00 

35-39 06 05 15 13 
40.00 38.46 100.00 10.00 

40-44 01 02 07 08 
14.29 25.00 100.00 100.00 

45-49 01 03 08 06 
12.50 50.00 100.00 100.00 

50-54 04 02 05 03 
80.00 66.67 100.00 100.00 

' 
55-59 - 01 02 01 

100.00 100.00 100.00 

60-64 03 - 03 03 
100.00 100.00 100.00 

65-69 - 01 01 01 
100.00 100.00 100.00 

70 and 70+ - - - -

Total 55 47 184 143 
29.89 32.87 100.00 100.00 
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TABLE: 3.5 CONCEPT OF DISEASE 

Male Female 
Name of the Sectors 

Natural Super Can't Total Natural Super Can't Total 
natural say natural say 

DhuJDCi gaon 47 03 - 50 37 04 02 43 
94.00 06.00 100.00 86.05 09.30 04.65 100.00 

Mitran gaon 18 - - 18 19 01 01 21 .... 100.00 100.00 90.48 04.76 04.76 100.00 & 
c 
OJ) 

Puja gaon 16 05 01 22 11 04 01 1o .. -.. 72.73 22.73 04.55 100.00 68.75 25.00 06.25 100.00 u 

Total 81 08 01 90 67 09 04 80 
90.00 08.89 01.11 100.00 83.75 lt.2S os.oo 100.00 

Mondalgaon 36 07 02 45 25 10 01 36 
80.00 15.56 04.44 100.00 69.44 27.78 02.78 100.00 

..... Panchayat gaon 94 05 05 104 87 01 01 89 

& 90.38 04.81 04.81 100.00 97.75 01.12 01.12 100.00 
c 
OJ) .. Subba gaon 52 03 - 55 41 02 04 47 -.. u 94.55 05.45 ' 100.00 87.23 04.26 08.51 100.00 

Total 182 15 07 204 153 13 06 172 
89.22 07.35 03.43 100.00 88.95 07.56 03.49 100.00 

Grand Total 263 23 08 294 220 22 10 252 
89.46 07.82 02.72 100.00 87.30 08.73 03.97 100.00 
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TABLE: 3.5.1 CONCEPT OF DISEASE IN DHUMCI GAON 

Age Natural Supernatural Cannot say Total affected 
groups M F M F M F M F 

0-4 03 04 01 01 - - 04 05 
75.00 80.00 25.00 20.00 100.00 100.00 

5-9 02 03 - - - - 02 03 
100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

10-14 09 02 - 02 - 01 09 05 
100.00 40.00 40.00 20.00 100.00 100.00 

15-19 06 05 - 01 - - 06 06 
100.00 83.33 16.67 100.00 100.00 

20-24 02 04 01 - - - 03 04 
66.67 100.00 33.33 100.00 100.00 

25-29 11 05 - - - - 11 05 
100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

30-34 04 03 - - - - 04 03 
100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

35-39 01 02 - - - 01 01 03 
100.00 66.67 33.33 100.00 100.00 

40-44 03 02 - - - - 03 02 
100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

45-49 - 01 01 - - - 01 01 
100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

50-55 02 02 - - - - 02 02 
100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

55-59 01 01 - - - - 01 01 
100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

60-64 01 02 - - - - 01 02 
100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

65-69 02 01 - - - - 02 01 
100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

70 and - - - - - - - -
70+ 

Total 47 37 03 04 - 02 50 43 
94.00 86.05 06.00 09.30 04.65 100.00 100.00 
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TABLE: 3.5.2 CONCEPT OF DISEASE IN MITRAN GAON 

Age Natural Supernatural Cannot say Total affected 
groups M F M F M F M F 

0-4 01 01 - - - - 01 01 
100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

5-9 01 03 - - - - 01 03 
100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

10-14 03 03 .. - - - - 03 03 
100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

15-19 01 - - - - - 01 -
100.00 100.00 

20-24 - 02 - - - - - 02 
100.00 100.00 

25-29 02 06 - - - - 02 06 
100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

30-34 01 02 - - - - 01 02 
100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

35-39 02 - - - - - 02 -
100.00 100.00 

40-44 03 . - - - - - 03 -
100.00 100.00 

45-49 01 02 - - - - 01 02 
100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

50-54 - - - - - - - -

55-59 - - - - - 01 - 01 
100.00 100.00 

60-64 02 - - 01 - - 02 01 
100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

65-69 01 - - - - - 01 -
100.00 100.00 

70 and - - - - - - - -
70+ 

Total 18 19 - 01 - 01 18 21 
. 100.00 90.48 04.76 04.76 100.00 100.00 
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TABLE: 3.5.3 CONCEPT OF DISEASE IN PUJA GAON 

Age Natural Supernatural Cauuot say Total affected 
groups M F M F M :F M F 

0-4 02 01 - 01 - - 02 02 
100.0 50.00 50.00 100.00 100.00 

0 
5-9 01 - - 01 01 - 02 01 

50.00 100.00 50.00 100.00 100.00 

10-14 01 03 01 - - - 02 03 
50.00 100.00 50.00 100.00 100.00 

15-19 02 01 01 - - - 03 01 
66.67 100.00 33.33 100.00 100.00 

20-24 01 01 - - - - 01 01 
100.0 100.00 100.00 100.00 

25-29 02 01 - 01 - - 02 . 02 
100.0 50.00 50.00 100.00 100.00 

D 
30-34 01 - 01 - - - 02 -

50.00 50.00 100.00 

35-39 - - - 01 - - - 01 
100.00 100.00 

40-44 03 01 - - - - 03 01 
100.0 100.00 100.00 100.00 

0 
45-49 03 03 01 - - 01 04 ()4 

75.00 75.00 25.00 25.00 100.0 100.00 

50-54 - - - - - - - -

55-59 - - - - - - - -

60-64 - - - - - - - -

65-69 - - 01 - - - 01 -
100.00 100.00 

70 and 70+ - - - - - - - -

Total 16 11 05 04 01 01 22 16 
72.73 68.75 22.73 25.00 04.55 06.25 100.00 100.00 
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TABLE: 3.5.4 CONCEPT OF DISEASE IN MONDAL GAON 

Age Natural Supernatural Cannot say Total affected 
groups 

M F M F M F M F 

0-4 01 - - 01 - - 01 01 
100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

5-9 06 03 04 03 - - 10 06 
60.00 50.00 40.00 50.00 100.00 100.00 

10-14 02 02 01 03 - - 03 05 
66.67 40.00 33.33 60.00 100.00 100.00 

15-19 03 03 01 03 - - 04 06 
75.00 50.00 25.00 50.00 100.00 100.00 

20.24 04 03 01 - 02 - 07 03 
57.14 100.00 14.29 28.57 100.00 100.00 

25-29 03 02 - - 03 02 
100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

30-34 03 03 - - - 03 03 
100.00 100.00 100.00 . 100.00 

35-39 04 01 - - - - 04 01 
100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

40-44 03 02 - - - - 03 02 
100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

45-49 01 01 - - - 01 01 02 
100.00 50.00 50.00 100.00 100.00 

50-55 02 03 - - - - 02 03 
100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

• 
55-59 02 - - - - - 02 -

100.00 100.00 
60-64 02 02 - - - - 02 02 

100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
65-69 - - - - - - - -

70 and - - - - - - - -
70+ 

Total 36 25 07 10 02 01 45 36 
80.00 69.44 15.56 27.78 04.44 02.78 100.00 100.00 
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TABLE: 3.5.5 CONCEPT OF DISEASE IN PANCHAYAT GAON 

Age Natural Supernatural Cannot say Total affected 
groups M F M F M F M F 

0-4 10 09 - - 01 - II 09 
90.91 100.00 09.09 100.00 100.00 

5-9 14 06 - - - - 14 06 
100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

10-14 13 . 12 01 01 - - 14 13 
92.86 92.31 07.14 07.69 100.00 100.00 

15-19 10 II 01 - 01 - 12 II 
83.33 100.00 08.33 08.33 100.00 100.00 

20-24 06 09 02 - 02 - 10 09 
60.00 100.00 20.00 20.00 100.00 100.00 

25-29 07 07 - - - - 07 07 
100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

30-34 06 07 - - - - 06 07 
100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

35-39 06 10 - - - - 06 10 
100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

40-44 07 16 - - - - 07 06 
100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

45-49 09 07 - - 01 01 10 08 
90.00 87.50 10.00 12.50 100.00 100.00 

50-54 03 - - - - - 03 -
. 100.00 100.00 

55-59 01 ' 01 - - - - 01 01 
100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

60-64 02 01 - - - - 02 01 
100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

65-69 - 01 - - - - - 01 
100.00 100.00 

70 and - - 01 - - - 01 -
70+ 100.00 100.00 

Total 94 87 05 01 05 0! 104 89 
90.38 97.75 04.81 01.12 04.81 01.12 100.00 100.00 
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TABLE: 3.5.6 CONCEPT OF DISEASE IN SUBBA GAON 

Age Natural Supernatural Cannot say Total affected 
groups M F M F M F M F 

0-4 02 01 - - - - 02 01 
100.00 ioo.oo 100.00 100.00 

5-9 03 06 - - - - 03 06 
100.00. 100.00 100.00 100.00 

10-14 06 03 - - - - 06 03 
100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

15-19 09 02 01 - - - 10 02 
90.00 100.00 10.00 100.00 100.00 

20-24 04 05 01 - - - 05 05 
80.00 100.00 20.00 100.00 100.00 

25-29 07 08 - - - - 07 08 
100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

30-34 07 06 - - - 02 07 08 
100.00 75.00 25.00 100.00 100.0 

35-39 06 03 - 01 - 01 06 05 
100.00 60.00 20.00 20.00 100.00 100.00 

40-44 - 02 01 - - - 01 02 
100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

45-49 01 02 - - - 01 01 03 
100.00 66.67 33.33 100.00 100.00 

50-54 04 02 - - - - 04 02 
100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

55-59 - - - 01 - - - 01 
100.00 100.00 

60-64 03 - - - - - 03 -
100.00 100.00 

65-69 - 01 - - - - - 01 
100.00 100.00 

70& - - - - - - - -
70+ 

Total 52 41 03 02 04 55 47 -
94.55 87.23 05.45 04.26 08.51 100.00 100.00 
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TABLE: 3.6 NATURE OF TREATMENT 

Male 
Name of the Sectors 

..... 
t-
0 
~ .. ..... 
"' u 

"' t-
0 
~ .. ..... 
"' u 

T M Both No 

Dhumcigaon 09 21 19 01 
18.00 42.00 38.00 02.00 

Mitran gaon 03 08 07 -
16.67 44.44 38.89 

Puja gaon 07 12 03 -
31.82 54.55 13.64 

Total 19 41 29 01 
21.11 45.56 32.22 01.11 

Mondalgaon 07 29 09 -
15.56 64.44 20.00 

Panchayat 22 69 13 -
gaon 21.15 66.35 12.50 

Subba gaon 06 37 12 -
10.91 67.27 21.82 

Total 35 135 34 -
17.16 66.18 16.67 

Grand Total 54 176 63 01 
18.37 59.86 21.43 00.34 

T: TRADITIONAL WAY OF TREATMENT 
M: MODERN WAY OF TREATMENT 
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Total T M 

50 11 17 
100.00 25.58 39.53 

18 04 14 
100.00 19.05 66.67 

22 05 09 
100.00 31.25 56.25 

90 20 40 
100.00 25.00 50.00 

45 03 25 
100.00 08.33 69.44 

104 09 64 
100.00 10.11 71.91 

55 09 28 
100.00 19.15 59.57 

204 21 117 
100.00 12.21 68.02 

294 41 157 
100.00 16.27 62.30 

Female 

Both No Total 

15 - 43 
34.88 100.00 

03 - 21 
14.29 100.00 

02 - 16 
12.50 100.00 

20 - 80 
25.00 100.00 

08 - 36 
22.22 100.00 

15 01 89 
16.85 01.12 100.00 

10 - 47 
21.28 100.00 

33 01 172 
19.19 00.58 100.00 

53 01 252 
21.03 00.39 100.00 



TABLE: 3.7 RESULT OF TREATMENT (TRADITIONAL) 

Name of the Sectors Male Female 

Cured Not cured Total Cured Not cured Total 

Dhumcigaon 05 04 09 06 05 II 
55.56 44.44 100.00 54.55 45.45 100.00 

Mitran gaon 01 02 03 02 02 04 ..... .. 33.33 66.67 100.00 50.00 50.00 100.00 
~ = .. Puja gaon 03" 04 07 04 01 05 .. ... 
" 42.86 57.14 100.00 80.00 20.00 100.00 u 

Total 09 10 19 12 08 20 
47.37 52.63 100.00 60.00 40.00 100.00 

Mondalgaon 02 05 07 03 - 03 
28.57 71.43 100.00 100.00 100.00 

Panchayat gaon 08 14 22 03 06 09 
N 36.36 63.64 100.00 33.33 66.67 100.00 .. 
~ = .. Subba gaon 06 - 06 06 03 09 .. ... 
" 100.00 100.00 66.67 • 33.33 100.00 u 

Total· 16 19 35 12 09 21 
45.71 54.29 100.00 57.14 42.86 100.00 

25 29 54 24 17 41 
Grand Total 46.29 53.70 100.00 58.53 41.46 100.00 
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